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Preface

The general purpose of this manaal is tolntreammintermediate level
students to major types of data and methods for cross-national quantitative
analysis. To accomplish this purpose, a single general topic wee selected
giound which a set of exercises has been prepared incorporating several dif-
Met kinds of data and illustrating a number of methodological problems.
The general topic is nonditions for Egfective Democracy"; the types of data
are crose-sectional.aggregate data, longitudinal aggregate data, and cross-
sectional attitudinal data taken from the Almond-Verba five-nation study.
No doubt some other topic could also have been selected, such as political
nodernisation, political participation, or stabilitT and revolution. But the

present topic is of obvious intrinsic interest and does enable us to intro-
duce varied problems connected with cross-national quantitative analysis.

The first four exercises examine a series of articles by Lipset,
Outright, and Neubauer dealing with the social and economic conditions asso-
ciated with successdul democracy. Exercise 5 introduces longitudinal data
fram the Minnesota Political Data Archive feranklysing seqtential relation-
ships-among political, social, and economic variables aver extended periods
of time. The remaining five xercises involve reanalysis of major findings
from Almond and Verbatim The Civic Culture concerning the attitudinal char-
acteristics of demicratic systems. The manual includes a code for the
analysis deck used,in the last exercises.

Throughout the exercises the emphasis is on substantive findingm
rather than methodology, but the instructor will find ample opportunity to
/elaborate the methodological sections if he desires to do so. Students are
not presumed to.have had aoy previous training in statistics or methods. The

only equipment needed to complete the exercises is a counter-sorter, although
a calculator will also be:.helpful. Staff for the course will need a key punch

and-reproducer.

Our expectation'As that as students master the materials in the manual
they will go on to formulate further problem for analysis. Instructors night
provide opportunities for students to write additional exercises of their own
using the data that are provided. We have found that such assigmments can be

among the most interesting and useful. Certainly the exercises am a whole
whould be regarded as an introduction to quantitative comparative analysis
which can be supplemented with a variety of additional materials.

Data from the Banks-Textor Crosstdaz Survey, the Yale DMA Program,
and the Almond-Verbs study were made ovailable through the Inter-University
Consortium for Political Research. Am on other occasions the staff of the,
Consortium has been unfailingly cooperative in responding to Our requests.
Neither the Consortium nor the original authors are in any way responsible
for our use of the data in these exercises. We gladly acknowledge the help
of revered colleagues in the Department of Political Sceience in preparing
the exercises, especially the editors of the series, William Flanigan and

Samuel Krislov.



Certain methodological sections of the exercises were incorporated
verbatim from the first gonna in this eries--"Uanual for the Political
aleitavior Laboratory" bt-W,illiam Flanigan and David Wass with the assistance
of John Pierce and Nancy Zingale* Special thanks go to our expert typists,
MarAyn Christiansen and Gloria Priem, whose patience, skill, and promptness
in preparing successive versions of both this manual and-the manual on poli-
tical behavior have greatly aided our efforts* Finally, all these exercises
were originally introduced on an experimental basis VJ classes of under-
graduates over a, period of several years* The comments, criticisms, and
endurance of these students have helped measurably to improve the manual*



Editor's Preface

This manual is the second of a series aimed at bring4ng to under-
graduate teaching the sophistication and the excitement of dealing with
genuine research problems, the discovery and examination of data, rather
than passive acceptance of conclusions. Members of the Department of
Political Science at the University of Minnesota have been involved in
the development of such a program for nearly five years. The first of
the series -- on political behavior, written by William Flanigan and
David RePass -- was issued in 1967. A revised edition of that effort
will be available from Little, Brown and Co. this fall. We expect over
the course of the next two years to issue similar -- but individualized --
efforts as follows: community power, Thomas Scott; legislative behavior,
Eugene Eidenberg; judicial behavior, Samuel Krislov; international relations,
Ellen Pirro; political development, Roger Benjamin; and quantitative methods
by Roger Benjamin and William Flanigan. As these are revised for final
publication, they will also be published by Little, Brown and Co.

The project itself is,supported by the Office of Education and the National
Science Foundation. In accordance with the principles of public support,
and our own purposes, we are making all materials available without restric-
tion, asking only that credit be given for any use of the materials.

Samuel Krislov
Minneapolis, Minnesota
June 25, 1968
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Comparative Politics Laboratory

ASSIGNMENT 1

Definitions and Measures of Democracy

Assigned Readings
S. M. Upset, "Seme Social Requisites of Demeorseys Economic

Development and Political Legitimacy° in Polshy, Dentler,
and Smith, politics and Social 'al, 1944

P. Cutright, "National Political Developments ital and Economic
Correlates" in Polsky, Dentler, and Smith, asil Social
ma, 1988.

D. E. Neubauer, "Some Conditions of Democracy," APSR,\Docember, 1947.

A significant development in the study of comparative politics
during the past decades has been a broad extension of quantitative
analysis. Problems which were previously appromOsed more er less
impressionistically are now considered appropriate subjects for the nee
of quantitative data and accompanying statistical techniques. Such a
problem is the general topic for this set of esercisess the conditions

for effective democracy. Since the time of Aristotle political thinkers
have been interested im.the question of what are tho social, psyclsological,
and historical conditions under which democratic systems flourish; but
only in recent years has the question become a focus for systematic
quantitative analyeis. In this set of exercises we shall examine some
recent studios concerned with this queetion.

A first requirement in examining the conditions for effective
democracy is to agree an definition of democracy. Since we ars
interested in quantitative analysis we need a definition that is not only
conceptually satisgying bat that refers to meesurable phenomena. That

Jo, we need an operational dfinition of democracy. A good operational
definition of democracy will identify the basic characteristics that we
consider distinctive about democratic systems end will also tell us how
aese characteristics can be measured. It should be stressed that no
matter how conceptually satisfying a particular definition mey seem,
unless it refers to measurable phonosonam-unless it is operationalthe
definition is inadequate for purposes of quantitative analysis.

No one definition of democracy is universally accepted. On the
contrary, many definitions are avoilable,Asnd the psrticular definition
we adopt will have important effects on our findings. In this exercise
we will consider altercative definitions of democracy that have been
used in three recent studies, and w will notice some implications of
adopting one definition or another.

Three studies that classify countries according to measures of
democracy are Lipset'e "Some Social Requisites of Democrasy," Cutright's
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!National Political Development," and Neubauer's *Some Conditions of
Democracy." Dower, the measures of democracy are different in each
study. These differences mill be summarised in Figure 1.1.

(1) New does Upset define democracy?

In Columm 1 of Figure 1.1 list the isonsures that Lipset uses as
criteria of democracy.

Figure 1.1. Measures of Democracy in Three Recent Undies

(2) Are Upset's criteria in classifying countries sped operational
measures? Are the grounds for'assigming countries into ens category or
another clear and explicit? Could yes replieste Upset's classification
an the basis of the measures and data he provides?

7
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Llpset's criteria are intended as measures f democracy. Cutrightla
Political Development Index, on the other hand, is Wended as a measure
not of democragy but of development. Tot tbs items included in the Index
refer to similar political characteristics.

(3) What Is Cutright's Political Development Index intended to
measure?

ln Column 2 of Figure 1.1 list the items included in Cutrightle

Index.

Cutright not only lists a number of items but combines them into
an Index on the basis of which countries can be scared and ranked. Notice
that Upset's ariteria are used only for clessifying sountries in dichotomous
categoriesthat is, stable democracies or unstable democracies, and unstable
dictatorships or stable dictieilips..whilet Cntright's Index is used to
order countries in terms of ir score on a cent scale. Such an
ordering permits additional kinds of analysis that fluid uet be possible
with the more simple dichotomous classifisation.

(4) Do you agree with the weights Cutright amalgam in constructing

his Index? If not, why not?

...a...m.gam..imm p w"

(6) Is the Political Development Index a good measure of political
development, as Cutright defines it? Is it a good measure of demoorsey?

Neubauer criticizes Cutright's Index of Political Development as a
measure of both development and democracy. In Column 3 of Figure 1.1 list
the indicators that Neubauer includes in his Index of Democratic Performance.

Index?
(6) How do Neubauer's indicators differ from the items im Cutright's

The importance of the differences in measures summarieed in Figure 1.i

becomes apparent whed we go on to classify and order countries according to
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one or another of the suggested sets of measures. The basic question is,
to what extant will countries be classified and ordered in the sans way
if we use different measures of demooracyT If the classification and
ordering of countries turns out the same in all instances it makes little
difference which measures we adopt; but if the classification or ordering
of countries differs substantially than the choice of particular measures
becomes significant.

The consequences of &flopping one set of measures *r another can
be seen by completing Figura. 14 sad 1.3. Column I of Figure 1.2 lista
23 countries as ranked by Neubauer on his Index of Democratic Performance.
In Column 2 rank the same 22 countries according to their *sores on
Cutright's Index of Political Development. Where more than one country
has the same score on Cutrightls Index consider a11 those countries as
the seme ranking and than skip that number to determine the next ranking.
(For example, since 8 countries haws the highest score, 88, on Cutright's
Index, consider all 8 countries as ranked first and then skip to ninth
place for the next country.)

Figure 1.2. Ordsring of 23 Countries on Indica. of Democracy
in Two Recent Studies

Neubauer

10
11

12
13

14
16
16
17

18
10

20
21
22

Great Britain
France
Finland
Sweden
Netherlands
Belgium
Japan
Luxembourg
Norway
New Zealand
Danmark
Israel
West Germany
Italy
Canada
United States
Venesusla
Austria
Chile
Ireland
India
Switzerland
Mexico

9
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Now, in Figure 1.3 plot the lesatien of each of the 23 countries by
its position an Cutright's ordering as the vertical axle and Neubauer's
ordering as the herinental axis.

23

20

t 15
1

O 10

Figure 1.3. Relationship of Cntright's Ordering of Democratic
Countries to Neubauer's

Neubauer's Ordering

(7) If Cutright's and Neubauer's ordering of countries were
ideaticel, how would the cases be distributed on Figure 1.3?

(8) In facti how are the cases distributed?

(9) How serious is the deviation of the actual distribution from
the distribution that would appear it the ordering. were identical?

1 0
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(10) What inglicstions follow from the deviation between the actual
distribution f cases and the expected distribution it the orderings were

identical?

(11) On the basis of Figure 1.3 what conclusions can you dewy
about tho signifieanc of alternative nmasnees in ordering countries ai
xtent of democracy?



Comparstive Politics Laboratory

ASSIMENT 2

Some Relatioaships between Democracy and Levels
of Economic and Social Development

2-1

Assigned Readiage
S. M. Upset, "Some Secial Requisites of Democracy: Economic Develop-

ment and Political Legitimacy," in Polsby, Dentlex, and Smith,
bittia. and Social 101, 1963.

One of the nest important set of hypotheses about the conditions for

effective demooragy concerns the relatioaships between democracy and prevail-
ing levels of social or economic development. Upset writes, for example,

that "The more vells.to-do a nation, the great. the chances that it will

sustain democracy." There are, however, a number of different ways in which
the relationships between democracy aud development con be described. In

this exercise we will begin to examine some of these possible relationships.

In general, Upset is attempting to 'how that democratic countries

are more highly developed than non-democratic countries. In order to do so

he mast define democracy, define "level of developeent," and show how level

of development is related to democraey. In Exercise 1 we compared Lipset's
definition of depocracy with some alternative definitions. We must now see
what Lipset meanihy "level of development" and bow he demonstrates a
relationship between the two.

Just as there is no single accepted definition of democracy so there

is also no single definition of national wealth or level of economic develop-

ment. Instead, a number of different measures are commonly used either

singly or in combination. Lipzet himself introduces 15 imiicators under

four general headings: indices of wealth, industrialization, edacation, and

urbanization. As we shall see, it makes a difference which of these indicators

4re used in the analysis.

In order to show haw democracy and development art related Lipset

uses two straightforward statistical measures: means and ranges. Each of

these measure, allows him to say something different about the relationship.

Lipset maintains, first of all, that democratic countris have higher
aversge levels of wealth, industrialization, educationo'and urbanisation

than non-democratic countries. In his own words: "the average wealth,
degree of industrislization and urbanization and level of education is much

higher for the more democratic countries as the data presented in Table II

indicate." It is certainly clear from these data that on every indicator
the mean level of development is higher among European and English-speaking
ccuLtries for stable democracies then for the others, and among Latin-
American countries for democracies and unstable dictatorships than for the

others. However, as we look again at Table II an additional interpretation

I ,1
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also suggest. itself; namely, that Ehropean and Euglish-apeahing countries

are mare highly developed than Latin-4American countries rowdies* of decree,

of lamocracy.

(1) On bow many indicators in the swan level of development lower
for the: Lat1wmimeriose democratic category than for the European and English-

speaking dictatorship category? On which indicators is the mean

level of development higher?

(2) In light of your answer to question 1, hew would you interpret
the data in Lipsetts Table II taking into account both the relationship

between democracy and development and the relationship between the two
regional groups of countries?

An,

It seems that the distinction between European and English-speaking
countries on one hand and Latin-American countries on the other is quite
important in affecting the general relationship between democracy and develop-

ment.

(3) Why did Lipset distinguish between ths two groups of countries
in the first place? What are the advantages and disadvantages of treating

the two groups separately?

As a statistical erasure, the mean is one way of describing central

tendency or a typical ease in any collection of cases. The man tells us
nothing, howevor, about the distribution of cases in the group. For example,

two students may have the same man gradesay 85%--but the first student
may hams received wrades of 70, 75, 98, and 100, while the second received

grades of 81, 80, 87, and. 89. In the former instance there was actually no
"B" grade in the entire collection, but in the latter all the grades were

"B". Although the mita is the same in both instances, we would certainly
interpret the academic performance of the two students very differently. So

far ae Lipset's analysis is concerned, a description of the relationship
between deloereay and mean level of development may conceal the fact that

some democratic countries are actually at low levels of development while
soma dictatorships are at high levels of development. In order to determine

whether or not this is true we need an additional measure besides the mean.
Upset himself provides the range as an additional measure.
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The range describes the limits of variation or the extremes of cases

in the collection. The first of our two studente in the preceding paragraph
received grades ranging from 70 to 100, while the second student's grades
fell within a range of only 8 points. With regard to Upset's analysis, the
range for each indicator shows the xtenfr, of overlap in levels of development

of democratic countries and dictatorships. The less such overlap exists the

more confidence we can have in the relationship between democracy and develop
ment; the more such overlap exists the less convincing would the relationship
seem to be. Why is this so?

(4) On how many indicators is there overlap in levels of development
between democracies and dictatorships? On which indicators is there
the most and least overlap?

(5) If we wanted to describe the relationship between democracy and
development in terem of rano). in levels of development rather than mean
levels of development, how would you interpret the data in Lipset's Table 11?

The range indicate, the limits of variation or the extremes of cases
in a collection; it does not, however, indicate how the cases are distributed

within those limit.. Within the same range cases may be epncentrated at the
extremes, or distributed evenly across the entire range, or concentrated at

the mean, or distributed in many other patterns. In order to see how in
fact the casee are distributed eye must go beyond the range to examine the
frequency distribution of cases in the collection. The frequency distribution

tells us where cases fall within the range. With regard to Upset's analysis,
the frequency distribution would tell us not only how much overlap exists

in levels of development but also how many countries overlap in this way.
The fewer countries from different categories that overlap in levels of

development the more confidence we can have in the relationship between
democracy and development.

In Figures 2.la-d the frequency distribution is given for Upset's
four categories of countries on four basic indicators, one each for wealth,

industrialization, education, and urbanization. In each figure the vertical

axis shows number of countries and the horizontal axis shows level of develop-

ment on that indicator. The line for each category of countries shows the

number of countries at each level of development.
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\

(s) On eash of the four indicators, kind (a) how many Ehropean and
English-speakiag democracis and dictatorships overlap in levels of develop-

ment; (b) how many Latin-American democracies and dictatorships overlap iu

levels of development; (c) hwe maey guropeon dictatorships amd Latin-American

democracies overlap im evels of development. (Par simplieity we are referring

to Llipset's category of European and English-speaking stable democracies as

"denocraciee" and his s:
cond category as "dictatorships"; the name is true of

his two categories of Latin-American countries.)

GNPs

Agricultural Employments, (a) ; (b) ; (c)

Educations (s) j (b) (c)

Urbanization: (a), (b)

(7) Does an analysis of the frequency distributions, as compared
simply to ranges, seam to strengthen or weaken the alleged relationship

between demopracy and levels of development? Why?

To carry the analysis one step further we can express the data in

Figures 2.1e-d se cumulative frequency distributions. This will tell us the

per cent of total cass in each category of countries et successive and all

preceding levels of development. In Figures 2.2a-4 the vertical axes show

per cent of countries from 0-100%; the horizontal axes show the level of

development on each indicator. Each point an the line represents the per

cent of all countries at that and preceding levels of development. For

example, in Figure 2.3b we can see that about 70% of all EUropean and

4aglish-speaking democracies have 20% or less of their labor force employed

La agriculture, and about 00 have 30% or less employed in agriculture;

among European and English-speaking dictatorships less than 10% of the

countries have 20% or less of their labor force employed in agriculture.

To find the amount of overlap in the same Figure we can conpare the per cent

of European dictatorships at successive levels of development with the per

cent of democracies at these levels, In other words, 40% of European

end hhglish-speaking dictatorships are at levels of develo t that overlap

sone democreciee; 00% are at lower levels of development then all democracies;

8% of European and English-speaking democracies are at higher levels of

development than any dictatorship.

1 7
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Figures 2.2b-id are already completed. Using the data im Figure 2.1a

complete Figure 2.2. shoeing the cumulative frequency distribution of
countries in all four categories in terms of 610 per capita.

(13) From Figure 2.2. find (a) the per cent of European and English-
speaking democracies at higher levels of development than any comparable

dictatorship g (b) the per cent of European and English-speabing
dictatorships at lower levels of development than any comparable democragy

g (c) the per cent of European and English-epeaking democracies that
overlap comparable dictatorships in levels of development; (d) the per cant
of European and English-speshIng dictatorships that overlap comparable
democracies' in levels of development j (e) the per cent of more
democratic Latin-American countries at higher levels of development than
any less democratic LatinmAmerican countries g (f) the per cent of
Latin-American countries in the more democratic category at higher levels
of development than any European and Naglish-apeaking dictatorships.

(9) Do these percentages tend to confine or refute the alleged
relationship between democracy and development? Why?

In Figure 2.3 draw a hypothetical cumulative frequency distribution
in which the relationship between democracy and development, as hypothesized

by Lipsot and as shown through this statistical measure, would be fully

confirmed. Let the vertical axis show per cent of countries, and the horizontol

axis an imagined single index of social-economic development; use two categories

of countries --democracies and dictatorships.

Figure 2.3. Hypothetical Cumulative Frequency Distribution
Showing Relationship between Democracy and Level
of Development

per eent of

countries

Low Medium High

Indicator of Level of Drvelopment

20
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(10) Bow convincing i the relationship between democracy and develop-
ment hypothesised by Upset on the basis of the analysis ',cubism done in

this exercise? To what extent is it true, as Upset says, that "The more
well-to-do a nation, the greater the chances that it will sustain democracy"?



Comparative Politics Laboratory

ASSIGNMENT 3

Correlation of Political and Social-Economic Development

Assigned reading:
Phillips Cutright, National Political Development, in Polsby, Dentler

and Smith, Politics and Social Life, pp. 569f.

In this article, Cutright carries the investigation of relationships
between democracy and levels of social-economic development beyond Lipset's
analysis in three basic ways: first, he constructs a single index for
meaauring degrees of democracy (political development) in all countries;
second, he adopts a single index for measuriag levels of socialeconamic
development in all countries; and third, he tiles more complex statistical
measures of the relationship between democraey and development than simply

means and ranges. We have already discussed Cutright's Index of Pelitical
Development as a measure of democracy in Exercise 1, and we will return to
it again in the next exercise. Here we will examine his iadex of social-
economic development and part of his statistical analysis.

Lipset's study uses 15 indicators of social-economic development
under four general headings; wealth, industrialization, urbanization, and

education. We say that some of these indicators are more highly associated
with democraey than others. But Lipset himself does not select any one
indicator or index of social-economic development as the major variable in

his analysis. Cutright does adopt such au index. His method for doing so

is to correlate selected indicators of social-economic development with
degree of democracy (political development). Through this method he fiads

that the indicator which is most highly associated with degree of democracy

is the Communications Development Index.

The Communications Development Index Was constructed by adding a
country's statistically adjusted scores on newspaper consumption, news-
print consumption, telephones, and volume of domestic mall per capita.
Scores on this communications index were then correlated with scores on
the democracy (political development) index, and the degree of association
between communications and democracy was compared to the correlations
between democracy and three other social-economic measuresurbanization,
education, and agricultural employment. To understand this procedure we
must say a few words about the meaning of correlation.

We are dealing here with measures of association or correlation
which measure the degree of strength of relationship between two variables.
Whenever we say that there is a relationehip betweedtwo variables we



generally mean that they vary together;
as the value of one variable increases,
the other also increases; as one
decreases, the other also decrease..
If the two variables were perfectly
related, all cases, or data points, for
these two variables would fall exactly
on a straight line, as shown ia Figure 1.

6

5

4

3

2

1

1 2 3 4 5 6

X

Figure 1

In addition it would be possible to predict one variable from the other.
For example, if we knew that a country had a score of 2 on variable 14 we
could predict accurately its score on variable Y (which ia Figure 1 would
also be 2).

Figure 1 illustrates a perfect positive relationship between two
variables. ;Negative, relationships

have the same characteristics except
that the slope of the line is negative, 6

i.e., it slants in the opposite
5

direction, or put another way, as
one variable increases the other 4

decreases. A perfect negative
3

relationship is shown in Figure 2.
Again the data points fall on a 2

straight line and, knowing an
1

individual's score on variable X,
his score on Y could be accurately
predicted. (Note that if we simply
reversed the order of the scores of
one variable along one axis the sign
of the relationship would be reversed.)

1 2 3 4 6

X

Figure 2

6 7

Perfect relationships are rare, and virtually nonexistant La the
social sciences; however, these two notionspredictability and linearity--
form the basis of two closely related and very important tools of data
analysis, measures of aesociation (or correlation) and regression analysis.

The purpose of regression analysis is to represent the relationship
between two (or more) variables in the form of a linear equation which
would allow us to predict the scores on the dependent (or Y) variable by
knowing the scores on the independent (or X) variable. Thus, ha Figure 1,

23



we could write an equation for the line on which all data poinO fall in
the form Y. m a * hX, in which a is the point at which the line crosses the
Y axis and b is the slope of the line. W. could then calculat4 the value
of Y associated with the every value of X. (In the case of Figure 1, the

equation is Y + .5X; thus, when X m 4, the value a Y is 1 + (.5) (4)

or 3. You shoald satisfy yourself that the equation holds for every other
value of X.4,)

Whenever a relationship is less than perfect, i.e., when all the
data points do not fall exactly on a straight line, we cannot predict
scores with complete accuracy. We con, however, makm a "best estimate"
of these values by knowing the equation of the "best fitting straight
line" (technically, the "least squares line," or that line at which the
sum of the squared drviations from the line would be at a minimum.) Figure
3 illustrates a hypothetical scattergram of data points with an estimated
least squares line drawn in.

6

5

4

3

2

1

2 3 4 5 6

X

Figure 3

The regression equation for the best fitting straight line does
not by itself tell us anything about the strenzth of the relationship
between variables. Measures of association or correlation coefficients
enable us to estimate this strength by measuring the amount of diapersion
of the data points around the best fitting straight line. At the same
time, these measures indicate the degree of accuracy with which one
variable can be predicted from the other using the regression equation.

Figure 4 illustrates correlations of varying strengths.
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a. b. 4e.

Moderate NO Strong

Positive Relationship Negative

Correlation Correlation
Figure 4

Most measures of association and correlation coefficients have '

definite upper And lower limits, representing perfect positive and
negative relationships. A. perfect positive correlation is given a value

of +1.0, a perfect negative correlation -1.0. A zero correlation indi}cates

an absence of a relationship, as shown in Figure 4b. The coefficient*
varying between +1.0 and -1.0 are therefore interpretables the alveoli the

coefficient approximates +1.0 or -1.0, the stronger the relationship;las
the values approach zero (with either positive or negative signs) weaker

relationships are indicated.

The best known of the correlational measures is Pearson's product-
moment correlation coefficient, which is used by Outright in the assigned

article. In order to uee this measure correctly, we must asinine that the
variables we want to use are equal interval scales. In aggregate data
analysis we are likely to have such scales (for example, GNP, % literate,
etc.), and the use of this coefficient is quite appropriate. In survey

research this is less likely to be the case and other measures of ,
association requiring only rank order scales are more suitable.

We can now interpret Table 1 in Outright's article. This table

contains a good deal of information. (1) The means and standard
deviations for each variable will not be used in these exercises, but you
should be aware that standard deviation is a common measure of' dispersion

or measure of the degree of homogeniety of a same number of cases ou a

given variable. The greater the dispersion or spread of score around the
means, the larger will be the standard deviation; conversely, if all case

fall close to the mean, the standard deviation will be smaller. Put

another way, the larger the standard deviation the greater the hetero-
geneity of the cases with respect to that variable. In Exercise 2 we

used graphs to illustrate the distribution of cases; standard deviation
is a summary measure providing the same type of information. (2) The

table tells us the degree of associatige between each variable and political
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development, and thereby enables us to compare the variables from the
standpoint of their value as predictors of political development. The
correlation between political development and agricultural employment
is .56 (note that in general the higher the level of agricultural
employment the lower the level of economic development); between political
development and education the correlation is .62; between political
development and urbanization .64; between political development and
communication the correlation is .80. Of the four variables, communication
is clearly the most highly correlated with political development. (3) The
table also tells um the degree of association among all the predicting
variables. We see that communication is correlaten .71 with urbanization,
.85 with education, and .79 with agricultare. Notice that although
communication is highly correlated with education (.86), the value of each
variable as 4 predictor of political development is very different
(communication .80, and education only .62). In other words, because two
variables are highly correlated with each other it does not follow that
they are both equally correlated with a third variable.

On the basis of this statistical analysis Outright adopta the
communications index as the bast predictor of political development. In
Figure 1 of his article he pieta the relationships between communications
and political development as a scattergram. This figure gives a graphic
representation of where countries are located in three respectas their
level of political development, their level of communications, and the
direction of deviation between the expected level of political development
and the actual level of political development. We se-, for example, that
Mexico and Italy score about the same on political development, but Italy
scores significantly higher on the communications indeN. This means that
political development and communication are not associ ted to the same
degree in both countries, and this difference is depicued in the location
of the two countries in relation to the regression line. Mexico is
considerably above the line, while Italy is below the line. This means
that in view of its relatively low score on communication, Mexico would
be expected to score low also on political development, but in fact its
level of political development is higher than predicted; while Italy
could be expected to score higher in political development than is in
feet the case.

Although Outright adopts level of communications as the best
predictor of democracy, he does not directly compare communications with
the economic variable which seemed most highly associated with democracy
in our examination of Lipset's article: per capita GNP. Following
Cutright's general lime of analysis, it is appropriate to ask how highly
per capita GNP is correlated with democracy and to compare this variable
with communiiations an a predictor of damoeraey. Table 3.1 presents a
matrix of correlations from which such a comparison can be made.
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Table 3.1. Matrix of Correlations of Political Development,
GNP per Capita, and Level of Communications

1 2 3 Means S.D.

1) GNP per Capita .665 .850 501.1 490.2

2) Ptlitical Development (70) .739 51.2 9.2

3) Communications (70) (71) 207.8 35.9

As iu the matrix of correlations presented in Cutright's article, numbers
above the diagonal are Pearson's productmoment correlations and those
below the diagonal are the number of cases upon whioh the correlations are

based.

Sources: Data on GNP per Capita are from Hussett, et al., World Mandbook
of taitical and Social Indicators, Yele University Press, 19841
Scores on Cutright's Indices of Political Development and
Communications were extracted from Figure 1 ia his article,
"National Political Development."

(1) What does Table 3.1 show about the relationships between
communication, per capita GNP, Ond political development?

To present more graphically the relationships between democracy and

per capita GNP, we can construct a scattergram similar to Aright's. The

data for such a scattergram are contained in fable 3.2. Luuplete Figure

3.3 by plotting the location of countries according to the relationship

of their political development to per capita GNP.
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Table 3.2. Political and 8ocia4conomic Indicators for 71
Countries Analysed ay COright

Outright Political

Country GNP per Cauita Rm. lopaent

Afghanistan 50 42

Argentina 490 52

Australia 1316 66

Austria 670 51

Belgium 1196 58

Bolivial 99 63
-4.

Brazil 293 55

Bulgaria 365 46

Burma 57 48

Cambodia 99 35

Canada 1047 66

Ceylon 129 46

Chile 379 66

China 73 43

Colombia

i

263 1 55

Costa 'idea 357 66

Cuba 431 56

Czechoslovakia 680 48

Denmark 1057 60

Dominican Republic 239 40

Ecuador 189 51

El Salvador 2/9 53

Finland 94 56

France 943 59



Table 3.20 (Can't.)

Country,

German Federal Republic 927

Greece 340

Guatemala 189

Haiti 105

Honduras 104

ary 490

Iceland 572

India 73

Indonesia 131

Iran 108

Iraq

Ireland 550

Israel 726

Italy 516

Japan 306

Jordan 129

Korean Republic 144

Lacs 50

Lebanon 362

Luxembourg 1388

Malaya

Mexico

Netherlands

New Zealand

NicaragUa

356

262

836

1310

160



Table 3.2.

sConntrY

Norway

Ptkistan

Panama

Ptraguay

Peru

Philippines

Peland

Portugal

Rumania

Saudi Arabia

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Thailand

Turkey

United Kingdom

United States

Uruguay

USSR

Venezuela

Vietnam Republic

/Ugoslavia

3-9

(Can't.)

GNP per Capita
Cutright Pelitical
Deweloment Index

1130 69

70 35

329 62

114 45

179 54

220 51

475 45

224 35

360 46

170 35

293 36

1380 66

1428 88

96 40

220 50

1189 66

2577 66

08 62

600 48

648 50

76 42

265 46

Sourcess Data on Re per Capita are from Bassett, et al., World Handbook
of Political and Social Indicators, Yale University Press, 1964;
scores on Cutright's Indices are from Figure 1 of his article,

"National Political Development."

3
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35

Figure 3.3. Relationship of Political Vevelopnmat tc GNP per Capita

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

GNP per Capita (in hundreds,af dollars)

Y = 45.3 .012X C.,

a
32



Draw the least squares line in Figure 3.3.

3-11.

(2) Comparing Figure 3.3 with Cutright's Plgure 19 how much
similarity and difference is there in the location of countries when we
use the alternative variables?

(3) lf, as Outright alleges, level of communications is a better
predictor of political development than more common measures of economic
woll-being, why is the communications index not used more widely?

Am'



Comparative POlitica Laboratory

ASSIGNMENT 4

Thresholds of Democratic Development

Assignments
Deane E. Neubauer, "Some Conditions of Democracy," APS% Vo

No. 4 (December, 1967), pp. 1002f.

In this article Neubauer raises several important questions about
the conclusions reached by Cutright in his analysis of ths relationship
between political and social-economic development, discussed in the previous
exercise. Neubauer first questions Cutrightls index of political develop-
ment; he then attempts to show that with the use of a more appropriate
political index the alleged correlation between democracy and social-econdmic
development does not hold in the form described by Cutright.

Throughout the previous exercises we have encountered various
"indices" of political development and dPmocracy without, however, consider-
ing directly bow an index ie constructed and used. Since one of Neubauer's
main criticisms concerns the use of a particular index, we should under-
stand clearly how indices are employed.

In data analysis we often have information about a series of

different but interrelated variables. Cutright, for example, collected

data ons (1) the number of parties in the legislative branch of government;
(2) the percentage of seats in the legisleture held by the minority party
or parties; and (3) the means of selection of the chief executive, for each
country in his sample over a twenty-two year time span. These variables,

used individually, give us three separate indicators of three different
aspects of the governmental mysteme of the countries in the sample. At this
level each indicator measures something different, and as such they are not
interchangeable or equivalent. We could not, for example, use the number
of parties in a political system to indicate directly the closeness of the
competition among parties--although we might find in fact that the two

phenomena are highly related. At a broader level, however, we might surmise,
as Cutright does, that all three indicators also measure a more general

dimension of the political systesor-pits level of development--albeit each
in a slightly different way. While any single variable might net be a
satisfactory indicator of this broader dimension, some combination of the
three into one overall measure might be mare adequate. For example, we

might hesitate to say that a high level of competition among parties
indicates a high level of political development in a country if the chief

executive is chosen by a military junta, or conversely, that popular
election of the chief executive by itself insures high development when
only one party has representation in the legislature. Taken together,

however, both iudicators may seem a more satisfactory measure of the actual

development or degree of democracy of the system.

3



There are a number of methods of varying complexitiy by which a

series of variables can be combined into*a single measure. Mere we will
only be concerned, with the simplest of these methodsthe index. This is

essentially & straightforward assignment of an overall spore to each case
on the basis of its score on each of the component viriables. Cutright,

for instance, gives one point for the presence of eka of the three
variables included in the index. Table 4.1 gives the possible combinations
of variables yielding different overall scores for any one year on the
Outright index.

Score

3

2

2

( 2

0

Table 4.1. Constituents of Cutrightls Index of Political
Developmegot

Self-governing
Parliament with
2 er nare parties'

X

X

X

X

II

Self-governing
Parliament with
at least 30%
minority repre-
sentation

ftpular election of
chief executive or
selection of chief
executive by self...

governing Parliament
with at least 30%
minority representation

X

(Notice that the two coubinations enclosed by brackets in the above table
are not really possible on Cutright's index, since his second variable (30%
minority representatim) is dependent upon the presence of at least two
partie.s in the legislature (Variable I)).

A variation of Cutright's procedure would be to assign different
Nveights" to different variables. Since Cutright includes two items dealing
with the legislature and only one referring to the executive branch of
government, we might feel that the latter should be given additional weight
in the combined score. Democratic selection of the chief executive might
thus be given a weight of 2, yielding an index ranging from 0 to 4. Other
weights, and/or the inclusion of additional variables, would provide other
alternatives.
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It should be noticed that the docisans about which variables to

include and what weights to assign to particular variables arcleft
entirely to the anelyst in constructing an index. An index has ne

particular properties which the data must satisfy; the only criteria for

an acceptable index are a common sensi evaluation of the selection and

weighting'of the variables included and the usefulness-of the index for

analysis of the problem at hand. By the some token it must be remembered

that indices are essentially arbitrary measuring instruments, and evaluation

of the uses of such devices must alweys teke account of the theoretical and

conceptual decisions which were made in their construction.

Turning now to,Neubssuer's Index of Democratic Performances

(1) How is Neubauer's index constructed?

(2) What are the alleged advantages of Neubauer's index compared to

Cutright's?

(3) How would you evaluate Neubauer's criticism of Cutright's imdex

of political development?

You have now examined the definitions and indices used by three

different scholars. Considering the work of these scholars and their

criticisms of each other, how would you construct an index of democracy?

In Table 4.2 list the variables you would include in an imdex of democracy

and indicate how you would weight and combine them to form the index.



Table 4.2. Constituents of an Index of Democracy

(4) Why did you construct your index in the way you did? What
advantages do you find in your index compared to the indices proposed by
Lipset, Outright, and Neubauer?

Outright finds that political development and social-economic develop-
ment are correlated; that is, the two variables were found to vary together
in a linear form. Using his own political index Neubauer also finds that
democracy and social-economic development are related to ach otherbut not
in a straightforward linear correlation.

Actually, there are many other possible kinds of relationships
besides linear ones. Linearity assumes that as one variable increases,
the other variable also increases (or decreases in the case of a negative
relationship) by a constant amount across all values of the variables. In

some cases, however, we might hypothesize that the form of the relationship
between the two variables may be different for different values of the
variables, i.e., the slope of the line may change at different points along
the variable continuum. For example, if we were considering the relation-
ship between political stability and the degree of democracy of political

7



'systems, me might hypothesise that authoritarian systems would be very
stable.-..due to repressive measures taken ageinst the pepulaties-and very
democratic systems would also be stable due to the institutionalised
procedures mailable to the citisangy-for influencing polity. It mey
be in the middle ranges of the centime= of denocracy, wherevegimes are
neither repressive enough nor open enough to exact 000044=6e, that the
greatest instability occurs. Such relationship is Amu is Figure 4.1.

Stability

Low

Low

Demooracy

Figure 4.1

High

The Pierson's product-moment correlation, which assumes linearity,
is not adequate to measure the strength of such non-linsar relationships.
The stral t line best fitting the relationship in Figure 4.1 would run
parallel to the I mils with a slope of sere, indicating no relationship
between the variables. Obviously, however, asmadlins mould fit the
data points very well and, knowing the equation of mob a line, quite
.accurate predlotion f one variable from the other could be made. Measures

are available to osloulate non-linear correlation coefficientsp although

these will not be discussed here, one should always keep in mind the
possibility of aon-linsar relationships in analysing data. Plotting the

data points an a soattergram can give good indication of the shape of a
bivariate (two variable) distribution and whether the assumption of
linearity and the use of linear correlation measures is appropriate.

Neubauer argues that the linear correlation found by Outright
between his political and social-economic variables doss ast in fact
describe the relationship between democracy andudevelopment.



(8) Now doss Neubauer pressed is refuting Cutrightts conclusion?

e

(8) What criticisms Gan you suggest of Newhouse. argument as a
refutation of Cutright?

*

Instead of a linear correlation between democracy and development,
Neubauer finds a relationship which he calls "threshold" pattern.

(7) What does Neubauer moan by threshold? Hoe does a threshold
pattern differ from a linear correlation/

AR=MMENNOmmommElme

(9) On the basis of Neubauer's findings, how should the relation-
ship between democracy and development be described?
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(9) What additional studies would you propose te.wcanint further
the relationship between democracy and development suggested. by Neubauer?

1



EXERCISE 5 5 - 1

Longitudinal Analysis

Assigned reading:

William Flanigan and Edwin Fogelman, "Patterns of Political Development
and Democratization: A Quantitative Analysis" (excerpts included

in this exercise)

In this paper we propose to examine through the use of varied quantitative

measures a central problem in political analysis: the relationshipa through time

between socio-economic variables on one hand and two basic political variables--
political development and democratization. Interest in such relationships is

hardly novel. In this paper, however, we introduce measures and indices based
on quantitative data which have not previously been used and which permit forms

of analysis that could not otherwise be applied. The studies of Deutsch, Russet,
Lipset, Banks and Textor, and others have made plain the possibilities of com-

parative quantitative analyses. Almost without exception, however, these studies

are cross-sectional in focus rather than historical or longitudinal; that is,
they employ data from the contemporary period to make comparisons among units nt

a particular point-in-time. But although many interesting problems can be
investigated through cross-sectional analysis there are other significant
problems that can only be studied through longitudinal or time-series analysis.
It is this neglected area of longitudinal quantitative analysis that we shall

explore in the present study.

The dearth cf quantitative longitudinal studies cleating with such obviously

dynamic problems as the patterns of political development and democratization has

undoubtedly been due less to any question about the possible interest of such

baudies than to the absence of useable relevant data. The data we shall use have

all been collected by the Minnesota Political Data Archive.

Our main purpose is to examine relationships through time between three

socio-economic variablesurbanization, education, and economic development--

and two' basic political variables--political development and democratization. Ihe

tirst problem is to find appropriate measures for each of the political variables.

Political Development! An Index of Governmental Publications

Although the concept of political development is commonplace among students

of comparative politics, there is notable disagreement concerning both the meaning

of the concept and the indices that are appropriate for measuring levels of develop-

ment. It seems, however, that one important aspect of political development is

the extent to which a government is able to adopt the varitd and complex policies

that are demanded in every modern communityo This ability to adopt complex policies

we may term "administrative capacity." A basic premise in the analysis of

political development is that not all political systems are equal in adminis-

trative capacity; not all governments are equally able to adopt the complex

policies that are demanded by influential participants. The administrative

capacity of a political system depends on a number of conditions, including the

introduction of appropriate institutional structures, the presence of trained

and motivated personnel, and the availability of relevant information on which

policy-decisions can be based. The first two of these conditions have been

to°
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discussed ofteh by students of political development. A number of typologies

hilme been cons ructed based on the institutional characteristics of political
systems at dif erent levels of development. Although the institutional
characteristics that are usually stressed'in such typologits do not refer merely
to the administrative capacity of a system, some of these characteristics have

a direct connection with the relative ability of different systems to adopt complex

policies. However, from the standpoint of quantitative analysis a fundamental
difficulty with such typologies is that the ipstitutional characteristics they
emphasize are never measured quantitatively. It wou]cl be unwarranted to say that-
institutional characteristics camot be measured quantitatively; but the fact
remains that leading typologists show little inclination toward quantitative
measurement.

The most widely-used quantitative measures that bear on the administrative
capacity of different political systems concern government employment and govern-
ment revenues and expenditures. Compilations of political data regularly include
figures on the number of government employees as a percentage of population or as
a percentage of work force, as well as figures on government revenues and
expenditures as a percentage of GNP, or on the ratio of different types of govern-

ment expenditures. We ourselves have collected considerable data of this kind
in historical depth. The difficulty here, however, aside from very serious
problems in finding such data over long periods of time, is that the suitabiiity
of these measures as indications of administrative capacity is somewhat doubtful.
Perhaps more elaborate measures of patterns of government employment and expendi-
tures would yield more satisfactory results. But more elaborate measures are not
yet available, and our own attempts to tind the data for suel measures have not

been encouraging.

In place of the familiar Measures of government employment, revenue, and
eiipenditures we suggest an alternative indicator of administrative capacity
related to the availability wit-hin a political system of certain types of

information. Specifically, we propose an Index of Governmental Publications
based on the volume and kinds of 2211sy-relevant information that is published
hy_Ins. agencies of government. The underlying assumption is that the ability
of a ievernsient to adopt complex policies is indicated by the volume and kinds of
informetion that the government collects and publishes. Three kinds of information

were selected as a basis for constructing the Index: census information; reports

on trade and commerce; and government statistics. The volume of these types of
information that a government publishes through the years is taken as an indication
of admini!-;trative capacity and a measure of political development,

J4

In constructing the index we counted the number of serial cenous reports,
trade and commercial reports, and statistical reports published by our 29 govern-
ments from 1800 to 1960; the number of such serial publications in every decade

was totaled as a score for each country in each decade. There are, however,

certain limitations to the data. In the first place, the sources for these data

should be the government publications themselves. Scores fer each country should

be computed directly from the, publications issued by governmental agencies.
Unfortunately, our limited resources made this procedure impossible. Instead,

for the period 1800-1920 we counted the volume of serial governmental publicatiors

held in all United States libraries as reported in List of Serial Publication of

Foreign Governments and for the period 1920-1960 we counted the volume ef serial

governmental publications held in selected British lib-aries as reported in the

4



Londo.1 Bibliovaphy of the Social Sciences. The use of these sources rather
than the governmental publications themselves introduces certain biases into
the data, although -phe extent of these biases is uncertain. Probably the

publications of noh-Westernivvernments are underestimated, but more generally
we cannot be sure that the Folume of publications for any country is completely

accurate. For this reason the index presented here is less reliable than we

would like. We emphasize, however, that the sources of data for a more reliable

index 3re accessible. With more time and funds th'e relevant government publi-
cations can be examined directly, and a highly reliable index can certainly be
constructed.'

In the second place, the fact that data for the index were obtained from
two separate sources posed the problem of combining the data into a single
measure despite discrepancies.in the figures rOported in the two sources. To

solve this difficulty we obtained raw s63res fe0t, two overlapping decades (1910-

1929) and on the basis of this overlap we fitted the more recent data from the
London Bibliogrtkby to the trend established from our main source, Serial

Publications. A conversion ratio for each country was obtained by comparing .

the two scores for the overlapping decades, and this ratio was used to extrapolate

scores from 1930 to 1950.

In the third place, we limited ourselves only to serial governmental
publications rather than total governmental publications, and we allowed a
maximum score of 10 for each serial publication in each decade even when the
number of publications in the series was higher. Moreover, we took no account
of differences in the size of publications in particular series; a serkes of
pamphlets was counted equally with a series of voluminous tomes. One reault of

these decisions is to depress the score for the more developed countries. Again,

direct perusal of the relevant publications would enable us to construct a more
sensitive and reliable index than has in fact been possible.

No extensive validation of this index was undertaken, but we do have

governmental non-military employment data for the United Kingdom and the United
States over most of the one hundred and sixty years. To the same degree the

proportion of the population in civilian government employment indicates the
extent of development, and we would expect a high correlation with the Index of

Governmental Publications as another indicator of political development. In

this instance we find a simple correlation coefficient of .95 in each country,
which gives as much support for the index as we could hope for at the present time.

1Scores for the United States were obtained by going directly to the
Department of Commerce Index of Publications and counting exhaustively the number

of relevant publications. None of our sources contained enough listings for
Lebanon to compute an index. From 1900-1929 the Philippines was scored from the

Catalogue of the Library of Congress, since publications for the Philippines

were not listed in Serial Publications.

I 0
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Adequate validation depends on better independent indicators than government
employment--indicators we lack at this time.

For present purposes all our countries have been grouped into four
categories on the basis of their scores on the Index of Governmental Publications.
Summary scores from 0 to 3 were assigned on the follawing basis:

Score Range on the Index of Governmental Publications
3 1-50
2 51-150
1 151-250

251 and over

:,\

hanges in political development based on these summary scores are presented
n Table I. (All Tables are included at the end of the paper.)

The distributions shown in Table 1 reveal four distinct patterns of change
in political development.

Pattern A: One set of countries achieves an early hi h level of political develop-
ment. These countries include Canada, UK, US France, Italy, USSR, and Spain.
All maintain the highest level of development for at least four decades. With
two exceptions they show an early and gradual increase in political development.
In the case of Italy the pattern of development is somewhat uneven; the pattern
for the USSR is both more abrupt as well as obviously uneven in the decades of
the revolutions and World War II.

Pattern B: A aecond set of countries attains a high level of development in the
mid-20th century. These countries include India, Japan, and Switzerland. All

have moderately high levels of development throughout the 20th century, but they
reach the highest level only after World War II.

Pattern C: A third set of countries maintains a moderate level of development
for a prolonged period, but they do not sustain the highest level of development.
These countries include Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Czechoslovakia,
Egypt, Germany, Hungary, Indonesia, Mexico, Portugal and South Africa. With
three exceptions, the trend of development is smooth. Austria, Germany and
Hungary reveal uneven fluctuations in development associated with major political
disruptions.

Pattern D: A fourth set of countries remains at a low level of political
development with at most moderate increase in the mid-20th century. These
countries include Burma, Lebanon, Nigeria, Philippines, Thailand, and Turkey.

Although there are important problems in generalizing the Index of Govern-
mental Publications as a measure of political development, the Index seems to us
to have sufficient face validity to warrant its use in examining relationships
between political development, democratization, and socio-economic variables.
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z
As Index of Democratization

Like political development, the concept of democratization has been defined
in different ways by different scholars. But despite the variety of definitions
students of democracy tend to emphasize four basic characteristics as distinctive
features of democratic political systems. These distinguishing characteristics
are electoral or parliamentary tuccessione political competition, popular
electoral participation, and abtence of suppression. If measures could be
devised for each of these characteristics au Index of Democratization could
be constructed based on combinations of the four basic measures. In this
section we shall introduce such an index and apply it to our 29 countries.

Democratic Succession

The practices through which political leaders succeed to the principal
executive offices are a major aspect of every political systone To describe
these practices, however, is not always easy, if may because there may be
significant divergence between the formal practices and the actual practices of
succession. In describing the processes of succession that are characteristic
of democratic systems we found it useful to identify a number of different
combinations of formal and actual practices of succession that can prevail in any
political system. This variety of formal and actual practices can be described as
follows:

formal practices

electoral or parliamentary: selection
of chief executive official through
a general election or through investi-
ture by a legislature

parliamentary monarchy: selection
through appointment by a monarch with
legislative approval

institutional support: selection of
the chief executive official by a
specific group or organization, such

-as a party, military, or religious
organization

monarchy: selection through inheritance
colonial: selection by a colonial power
no formal practice established:

interim period in which there has
been as yet no formalization of the
process of succession

actual practices

electoral or parliamentary

managed electoral or parliamentary:
manipulation of electoral or
parliamentary procedures through
varied types of pressffe, bribery, etc.

parliamentary monarchy

institutional support: including, in
addition to selection by a party,
military, or religious organization,
succession as a result of popular
uprising and other forms of usurpation

monarchy
colonial
foreign imposition

45
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On the basis of this general typology of practices of successbenswe constructed
a summary measure for democratic succession to the chief executive offices in
terms of the following cede:

Index of Democratic Succession

0 democratic: formal succession through-elections or parliamentary
investiture and actual succession through elections or
parliamentary investiture

1 semi-democratic: formal succession through elections or parliamentary
investiture and actual succession through manipulation,
institutional,support, or other non-electoral practices

2 non-democratic: formal suocession through non-electoral practices and
actual succession through non-electoral practices

The use of this measure involves certain difficulties and has a number of impli-
cations in assessing a system as democratic. To begin with, identification of
the chief executive official is itself sometimes a matter of judgment. When
alternative choices were possible we selected the official or officials who seemed
to us to occupy the most critical role in the making of policy. Secondly,
decisions as to which practices are actualjy prevalent in a system can also
be controversial. Especially in instances of institutional support or managed
elections it is not always easy to identify the actual mewls of succession.
Thirdly, the measure discriminates against systems that are formally democratic
but in which actuak4uccession occurs through controlled elections or manipulated
parliamentary procedures. In this respect the measure is biased against democratic
scores. Moreover, this bias is reinforced by our decision to count the worst
score for the decade. In other words, our scoring reflects the failure of
democratic succession in a country rather than the typical patterns of succession
in that country.

Scores on democratic succession for the 29 countries are shown in Table 2..
When a decade passes with no instance of succession, the practice of the previous
decade is continued.

Competition

The second measure comprised within our overall Index of Democratization
is a measure of pOlitical competition. There are many different ways in which
political competition can be defined, described, and measured, but in a broad
comparative and historical perspective only some rather simple measures seem
feasible--at least for the time being. Our measure of political competition is
based on two characteristics of the system: the presence in the system of legal
opposition parties, and the presence of opposition in a regular important elected
legislature. Countries are scored in terms of the combination of these
characteristics that art present in any decade, as follows:
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Iddex of Political Comestition

- 0. presence of legal opposition parties and opposition in a regular
important elected legislature

-- 1. presence of either legal opposition parties or opposition in a regular
important elected legislature

2. preeencazf_neither-feature- -

Line the measure of democratic succession, the use of this measure of political
competition has certain implications that should be noticed. In the first place,
the presence of opposition parties is treated rather formally. 41'"party" is
regarded as any group that identifies itself as such, and the presence of an
opposition party is considered as a matter of legal status without regard to how
effective the opposition party may be as a political organ tion. Secohdly,Ilt sidemtification of a regular important elected legislature i lvesame contro-
versial matters of judgment. By "regular" we mean that the egislature bee not
been convened only for a single or limited number of essions and that it hes
not been disrupted during the decade; by "important" we mean that the legislature
either selects the ca executive or plays a major role in policy-making; by
"elected" we mean that members of the legislature are selected by some broad
electorate. The existence of these conditions is obviously in many cases a matter
of judgment, eepecially in regard to whether or not a legislature should be
regarded as "important"; Thirdly, at least in part the measure of Utical
competition was intended to discriminate between modern democratic modern

11 totalitarian systems, and it does serve this purpose well enough, However, it
appears rather indiscriminate for developing spetems in both the 19th and 20th
centuries. The measure seems too generous iu scoring systems which quite early
in their development contain both forms of opposition --;party opposition and
legislative opposition. It appears that highly undeveloped traditional regimes
and highly developed totalitarian regimes are most likely to suppress opposition;
all other regimes are liVely to permit at least token opposition.

1

Scores on political comfetition for the 29 countries are presented in Table 3.

Fopular Electoral Participation

A third characteristic of democratic systems is widespread popular
participation in the electoral process. Actually, mass electoral participation
is also characteristic of developed systems, as contrasted with democratic systems,
so that in itself popular participation is no indicator of democrady. To construct
an Index of Democratization a measure of electoral participation must be combined
with the other measures we hsve been describing.

To measure electoral participation we have recorded the type of suffrage
prevalent in each decade in national elections for the legislature or the
presidency, whichever elections were most important-in the selection of the chief
executive official. These types of suffrage were scored as follows:

0. national elections with universal suffrage (including universal male
suffrage as well-as minor suffrage requirements such as residence)

1. national elections with moderate restrictions on suffrage
2. national elections with severe restrictions on suffrage
3, no elections

4



Obvious:Whe distinction between 9moderate" and "severe" restrictions on
suffrag in part a matter of judgment. Moreover, the measure as a whole
refers to the effects of formal suffrage requirements rather than actual electoral
participption. No doubt there would have been advantages in using turnout as
the indicator of electoral participation. But turnout data are extremely difficul
to obtain for many countries. Same of the variation in scores for individual

. _countries prebably_exaggorates fluctuation in actual perticipation, singe the
scores reflect an easing and tightening of suffrage requirements which may have
had relatively slight impact on turnout in the short run.

Scores on pppular partlicipation for the 29 countries are presented in Table 4.

Absence of Suppression

The fourth characteristic of democratic systems is the absence of suppression
directed against individuals, groups, or organizations that participate in the
political process. To indicate the extent of suppression in a system we have
scored instances of suppressive acts in terms of both the degree of coercion and
thes*Ifistirityof the acts. We assigned scores on the following basis:

Index of Political Suppressien

no significant political suppression (may include the outlawing of a
minor extremist party or media censorship)

1. selective coercive suppression (including individual and group arrests
or executioms as well es coercive measures against parties or other
organizatione)

2. widespread electoral suppression (applied to widespread coercion
practiced during an elec!-4.on period against opposition individuals,
groups, and organizations)

3. general repression (including colonial regimes, generally autocratic
regimes, and foreigh occupation)

4, civil war conditions
5. severe suppression (applied to police-state and totalitarian regimes)

Since all regimes attempt to maintain order we have not considered governmental
responAes to riots or uprisings as instances of suppression; rather,- we have tried
to record more general suppressive practices. We have coded the most suppressive
acts for each decade, so the measure is biased toward suppressive scores. Again,
therefore, our measure reflects the failures of democratic systems rather than
their typical patterns. Several types of suppression are omitted in our measure.
We have not recorded acts of suppression by local governmental units when such
acts were obviously distinct from the national unit; nor have we recorded acts of
suppression carried out by non;governmental organizations, although suppressive
acts of this kind could be extremely significant under certain circumstances.

Scores on political suppression for the 29 countries are presented in Table 5.

To construct a general Index of Democratization we combined the four measures
of democratic succession,.political competition, popular participation, and
political suppression into a single comprehensive measure. Scores were assigned
to each country for every decade in terms of the following eight-point rankings:



Index of Democr tization

O. Succession =

Competition .

Participation=
Suppression =

1. Succession =

Competition .
Participation.
Suppression .

2. Succession =
Competition =
Participation=
Suppression =

3. Succession =
Competition =

Participation=
Suppression .

4. Succession =
Competition -.
Participation=
Suppression =.

5. Succession
Competition =

Participal ln.

Suppressio,L
6. Succession .

2E
Participation., Same as for "1"

2E
Competition Same as for "5"

7. All other combinations

formal Lud actual succession through elections or
parliamentary investiture
presence leg opposition parties Edopposition
in a re rtant elected legislature
natty= elections with universal suffrage
no si 1 ficant political suppression
formal y electoral, parliamentary or parliamentary
.monarc actual succession managed or institutional
support
Same as for '10"

Any national election
no widespread electoral suppression or worse
Same as for "1"
Same as for "0"
Same as for "1"
no general repression or worse
Same as for "1"
Opposition in regular elected legislature
Same as for "1"
Same as for "2"
Same as for "1"
Opposition in any elected legislature
Same as for "1"
Same as for "2"
Legitimate succession including colonial and monarchical
Opposition in any elected legislature a legal opposition
party
Same as for "1"
Same as for "2"
Same as for "I"

The combination of four measures--competition, participatic,n, suppression,
and democratic succession--yields the scores on democratization shown in Table 6.

Inspection of Table 6 reveals four patterns of democratization.

Pattern I: One set of countries remains consistently democratic virtually without
interruption through the entire period. These countries are Canada, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, and United States. The major departure from a consistently
democratic pattern occurs in the United States durtas the decade of the Civil
War. This results from the high suppression score for civil war conditions under
our coding. The fact that only four countries are consistently democratic reflects
the severity of our Index of Democratization. The requirements for political
competition, including legal opposition parties and opposition in a regular
impoztant elected legislature are sufficiently demanding to exclude most countries
even during otherwise democratic decades.

4
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Pattern II: A second set of countries remains moderately dsmocratic for a number
of decades but never sustains a consistently democratic regime. These countries

include Argentina, Chile, Prance, Germany, Hungary, and Italy. All reveal some

unevenness in patterns of democratization. With the exception of Chile all have

undergone one or more decades of highly undemocratic disruptions during their

development.

Pattern III: A third set of countries is predominantly non-dedisittitic-but-With
some interludes of at least moderate democracy. These countries include Austria,
Brazil, Colombia, Czechoslovakia, Mexico, Portugal, and Spain. Despite consider-

able variation in specific patterns of democratization among these countries,
all revert to highly undemocratic regimes following their most democratic interludes.

Pattern IV: A fourth set of countries remains consistently undemocratic through-
out the entire period. These countries are Burma, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Japan,
Lebanon, Nigeria, Philippines, South Anfricat Thailand, Turkey, and USSR. The

major departure from the consistently undemocratic pattern occurs following
World War II, when India, Japan, Lebanon, the Philippines, and Turkey &thieve

re1atively democratic regimes. Within the generally undemocratic pattern three

types of regimes can be disfinguished: colonial regimes (Burma, Egypt, India,
Indonesia, Lebanon, Nigeria, Philippines--for varying periods of time); traditional

authoritarian regimes (Egypt, Japan, Lebanon, Thailand, Turkey, Russia, and South

Africa--again for varying periods); and a modern totalitarian regime (USSR).

0 No doubt exception can be taken to the specific scores for democratization

assigned to particular countries in various decades. In part such disagreements

may reflect differences in judgment and interpretation. Beyond differences of

judgment, however, our code does contain some implicit limitations. Scoring

under the code ignores abortive attemptiwto establish democratic regimes (as in

Russia in 1917 or during the European revolutiona K1848) as well as short-
lived democratic regimes during a decade of severe suppression or undemocratic

suppression (as in Japan in the 1920's). At the same time, other scores may
exaggerate the extej&t of democratization through our effort to record periods

of experience Vitn ome democratic institutions and practices under otherwise

undemocratic condi ions (as in Brazil and Mexico during the early decades).

These implicit bi es certainly affect our patterns of demperatization to soma

degree, but wha ever the effect(' may be the general acceptability of the findings

depends at this stage on face validity.

Social and Economic yarblea

Since our main purpose is to examine relationships between political

variables and socio-economic variables we must now describe briefly the social

and economic measures we propose to use in the analysis: urbanization, education,

and agricultural employment.

Urbanization

The simplest of the three measures is urbanization, which is defined

as the proportion of the population in cities over 100,000. Population estimates

are generally available for all 29 countries throughout the entire period of our
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study. During earlier periods, when the accuracy of population eS tes is
most questionable, considerable variation in urbanization figures quite
tolerable, since the proportion of population in cities over 100,000 is so small
that large changes in proportions would not influence the overall trend.

The selection of 100,000 as a basis for estimating the population in
urban areas was arbitrary, dictated by the greater availability of worldwide
data on cities over 100,000 in several almanacs and yearbooks. For most
countries our data extend back in time to 1800 or to a point where the unit has
no cities over 100,000. However, there are several characteristics of the
measure that should be noted. In countries with a small population, the growth
of any city over the 100,000 mark causes the measure to jump markedlythe trend
appears more jagged than the actual overall growth of the urban areas warrants.
In countries with large populations this is no problem. There is also a
difficulty in establishing comparability among units because of uncertainty in
some data as to whether population figures for cities include the entire urban
area or merely the central city.

Agricultural Employment

Agricultural employment is measured by the proportion of the labor force
engaged in agriculture. Unfortunately, this measure appears to be subject to
some error, particularly in the early periods. During preindustrial and pre-
commercial periods estimates of the proportion of a country's labor force
employed in various ways may be quite inaccurate. More accurate estimates
generally are available only when industrialization is underway. Not only are
estimates of the labor force in.agriculture subject to error but estimates of
the total labor force are also open to question. Moreover, the reported estimates
are not always strictly comparable either within a country or between countries,
since practices change in estimating the labor force, particularly with respect
to including women, counting rural populations, or counting all males as opposed
only to employed males. Nevertheltss, this measure remains the best single
indicator we have of economic development for all our units over the whole time
period.

Education

Our iiasure of education consists of the number of children in primary
education a;, a proportion of total population. This rather curious way of
measuring the level of education in a country is used because of its sensitivity
during early periods of development. However, it is not as appropriate for more
developed countries. In early periods the measure accurately reflects the low
level of investment in education as well as the gradual increase in this invest-
ment. But later, as the age distribution of the population shifts, it also
responds to the proportional decline of primary school students in the entire
populati,m. 2 The accuracy of estimates on primary education is probably fairly

-We are working on the possibility of converting a country's score from
the primary education index to an index incorporating higher education data as
the country reaches an advanced stage of development.
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good once a government begins reporting ;6pch information. However, there are
problems with comparability from one unit to the next, especially since non-
governmental schools may be included or excluded in various patterns.

Political Develppment and Patterns of Democratization

Haying introducedour princ 404_:11144MiTes_endAndicetive _can nowfconsider
some relationstawbetween the po4ticil variables themselves,and also between
political variables on one hand and socio-economic variables on the other...

Figure 9 shows the average of each social and economic characteristic for
all countries grouped according to pattern of democratization.

If we turn now to democratization we find that countries with different
patterns of democratization over the last 160 years have quite distinct social
and economic characteristics for the same period. As Figure 9 shows, consis-
tently democratic countries have smaller proportions of their labor forces in
agriculture, are more urbanized, and have higher proportions of the population
in elementary schools. The consistently undemocratic countries show the
opposite tendency, with high levels of empldymiant in agriculture throughout,
relatively little urbanization until quite recently, and low levels of education
until the last two decades. On all three variables the moderately democratic
patterns (Group II) fall clearly between the consistently democratic countries
and the predominantly undemocratic.
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Group-I

Canada
Switzerland
United 1ingdock
United States

Group II

Argentina
Chile
France
Germany
Hungary
Italy

Group III

Austria
Brazil
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Czechoslovakia
Portugal -

Mexico
Spain

Group IV

Burma
India
Indonesia
Japan
Lebanon
Nigeria
Philippines
South Africa
Thailand
Turkey
U.S.S.R.



Table

1800
ountry 00 10C

Argentina

Austria 3 3

Brazil 3 3

Burma

Canada

Chile 3 3

Colombia,

Czechoslovakia

Egypt 3 3

France 3 3

Germany

Hungary. 3 3

India 3 3

Indonesia 3 3

Italy

Japan 3 3

Lebanon 3 3

Mexico 3 3

Nigeria

Philippines 3 3

Portugal 3 3

South Africa

Spain 3 3

Switzerland

Thailand 3 3

Turkey 3 3

U.S.S.R. 3 3

United Kingdom 3 3

United States 3 3

544

1. Index ofoGovernmental Publications.

1900
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 _90 00 10 20 30 40 50

3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 0 0

3 3 3 3 2 I 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 1

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 0 0

3 3 3 3 3 3 2

3 3 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1

2 2 1 1

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1

3 3 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 2 2 2 2 2 0 3

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 1 1 1

3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 0

2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1

3 3 3 2 1

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2

3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0

2 2 2 1 1

3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 3 i 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 .3 3 3 2 1

3 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0

Blank spaces indicate that the unit was not in existence or was otherwise

inappropriate.
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Table 2. Index of Democratic Suwession.

1800
00 10

Argentina 2

Austria 2

Brazil 2 2

Burma

Canada

Chile 2 2

Colombia

Czechoslovakia

Egypt 2 2

France 2 2

Germany

Hungary 2 2

India 2

Indonesia 2

Italy

japan 2 2

Lebanon 2 2

Mexico 2 2

Nig.!ris

Philippines 2 2

Portugal 2 2

South Africa

Spain 2 2

Switzerland

Thailand 2 2

Turkey 2 2

U.S.S,K, 2 2

United Kingdom 0 0

Uniti:d States 0 0

5-15

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

1900
00 10 20 30 40 50

2 2 2 1 1 / 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 0

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 04

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

0 0 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1. 1 1.

1 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1

1 1 1 i 1 0 2 2

2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0

2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1. 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Blank spaces indicate that the unit was not in existence or w..s otherwise

inappropriate.
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1800

3. Index of Political Competition.

1900
Countr 00 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 60 90 00 10 20 30 40 50

5-18

Argentina 2 2 2 1

Austria 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 0

Brasil 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Burma

Canada 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chile 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

Colombia 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Czechoslovakia

Egypt 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 2

France 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Germany

Hungary 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

India 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Indonesia 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

Italy 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Japan 2 2 2 2 7 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

Lebvnon 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0

Mexico 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Nigeria 2 1 1 1 0

Philippines 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 0

Portugal 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

South Africa 0 0 0 0 0

Spain 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

Switzerland 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Thailand 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1

Turkey 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0

U.S.S.R. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2

United Kingdom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

United States 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0

1

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 2 1

2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

Blank spaces indicate that the unit was aot in existence or was otherwise

inappropriate.
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Table

1800

4. Index of Popular Electdral Participation.

1900
Countr 00 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 00 10 20 30 4u 50

Argentina 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Austria 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Brazil 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1

Burma 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 0

Canada 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chile 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Colambia 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

Czechoslovakia 0 0 0 0

Egypt 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0

France 3 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Germany 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2

Hungary 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0

India 3 3 3 3 3 3 I 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 0 0

Indonesia 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0

Italy 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Japan 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 0 0 0

Lebanon 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0

Mexico 3 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0

Nigeria 3 3 3 3 0

Philippines 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0

Portugal 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0

South Africa 2 2 2 2 2

Spain 3 0 3 2 2 2 0 2 3 0 0 0 3 0 3 3

Switzerland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Thailand 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0

Turkey 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 0 0 0 0

U.S.S.R. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 0

United Kingdom 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

United States 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Blank spaces indicate that the unit was not in existence or was otherwise

inappropriate.
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Table 5.

.14

Index of Political Suppression

1900
Country 00 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 00 10 20 30 40 50

Argentina 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

Austria 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 5 5 0
Brazil 3 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 4 1 2 1 5 5 0

Burma 3 3 3 3 3 1 5 0

Canada 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chile 3 4 2 2 2 4 1 0 2 4 0 0 2 1 1 0

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 0 4 4

Cze.hoslovakia 1 0 5 5

Egypt 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 5

France 3 3 3 3 4 3 0 4 0 1 1 1 0 1 3 0

Germany 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 5

Hungary 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 0 0 1. 0 5 1 1 5 5

India 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 0

Indonesia 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 1

Italy 4 2 2 2 1 1 5 5 5 0

Japan 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 3 3 5 1

Lebanon 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 1

Mexico 3 4 4 2 3 4 3 2 2 2 2 4 4 2 0 1

Nigeria 3 3 3 3 1

Philippines 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 1

Portugal 3 3 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 5 1 5 5 5 5

South Africa 3 3 3 3 5

Spain 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 1 1 1 1 2 5 5 5

Switzerland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Thailand 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 5

Turkey 5 5 s 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 5 5 5 1

U.S.S.R. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 5 5 5

United Kingdom 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

United Ftates 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Blank spaces indicate that the unit was not in existence or was otherwise

inappropriate.

N,'71#
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1800

Table 6. Index of Democratization.

1900
Countrz 00 10 20 _30 40 50 60 70 80 90 00 10 20 30 40 50

Argentina 7 7 7 6 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 6 6

Austria 7 7 7 7 6 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 6 6 0

Brazil 7 7 6 6 6 3 3 3 3 6 3 3 3 6 6 1

Burma 7 7 7 7 6 5 6 6

Canada 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chile 7 7 4 3 3 6 3 3 3 6 1 1 2 1 1 0

Colombia 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 2 2 0 6 6

Czechoslovakia 1 0 6 6

Egypt 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 4 6 6

France 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 0 1 1 1 0 1 6 7

Germany 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 7

Hungary 6 7 6 6 6 6 6 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 6 6

India 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 0

Indonesia 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6

Italy 6 2 2 2 1 1 6 6 6 0

Japan 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 1

Lebanon 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 5 1

Mexico 7 6 4 6 6 6 4 4 4 4 6 6 3 3 3

Nigeria 7 6 6 6 5

Philippines 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 1

Portugal 7 7 6 b 6 6 3 3 3 3 6 1 6 6 6 6

South Africa 6 6 6 6 6

Spain 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 1( 1 1 6 6 7 7

Switzerland 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Thailand 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6

Turkey 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 4 6 6 6 1

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 7 6 6 6

United Kingdom 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

United States 1 1 1 I 1 1 6 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Blank'spaces indicate that the unit was not ie exietence or was otherwise

inappropriate.

,7 9
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All the exercises so far have examined relationships between democracy and
development in a static perspective. The underlying assumption has been that
democracy depends on the presence at a given period of time of certain favorable
social-economic conditions. But although such static or cross-sectional analysis
throws important light on the problem of the conditions of effective democracy,

\\ some important aspects of the problem can only be studied through dynamie or
\ longitudinal analysis. For example, insofar as stAble democracy depends not simply

on the presence of certain levels of development but on the aeAtisass in which
particular levels are reached, this tempra sequence can only be discovered through
longitudinal or time-series analysis.

quantitative longitudinal Analysis over extended time-periods is uncommon in
political science, partly because relevant data are scarce. In this exercise we will
examine a paper whieh presents a preliminary analysis of patterns of political
development and democratization during the period 1800-1960.

What are the measures of political development and democratization used by Flanigan
and Fogelman? How do these measures differ from those of Lipset, Cutright, and
Neubauer? How convincing is the distinction between political development and
democratization in light of Neubauer's comments on this point?

11....111M.

How are scores determined for the 29 countries on the measures of political devel-
opment and democratization? Can the scoring procedures be checked?

On the basis of the scores in Tables 1 and 6 of their paper, Flanigan and Fogelman
identify four patterns of political development and four patterns of democratization.
How are these Patterns determined? Do you agree with this classificatior of countries
into four patterns? What alternative classifications would you suggest?
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Hinting identified different patterns of d cratization, the authors examine

a number of relationships between democratizat and social and economic change.
In Figure 9 of their paper they show the relationship between democratization and
three social and economic variables: agricultuial employment, urbanization, and
elementary education.

How is each of these variables defined in the Otper? What criticisms can you

suggest of these definitions?

A=e

111101Initas.

What does Figure 9 thaw about the relationships between democratization and
patterns of change in the three social and economic variables? What limitations
arise from the authors' use of averwa in this figure? What additional measures

could be used in further describing these relationships?

,
How do the kinds of findings derived from Figure 9, based on longitudinal data,
differ from the findings in previous exercises based on cross-sectional data?

=1111mmo

An interesting type of analysis using longitudinal data is the investigation of

aeouences of change. .The basic assumption is that when and in what order certain
changes occur, or the tamporal relationships of social and political changes, are
as significant as how much change occurs, or simply the magnitude of changes. For

our present purposes it is interesting to ask what are the sequences of social and
economic changes associated with virying patterns of democratization. We may find
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that more and less successful democracies become industrialized, urbanized, and
politically developed in distinctive temporal patterns, so that we can identify
a sequence of Changes associated with each group of countries. Data.for examining
this problem are contained in Table 5.1. The definitions of the variables in
Table 5.1 are the same as those, used in the Flanigan-Fogelman paper.

Using the data in Table 5.1, complete Figure 5.2 by indicating in the appro-
priate column the decade during which each country becomes industrialized, urbaiized, -

and politically developed as defined in the Figure. Where the decade seems to be
earlier than the first listed date, put a minus sign in front of the date and list the
date in the column (i.e. -1890).

Looking at Figure 5.2, what temporal relationships among the variables included
in the Figure might be interesting to investigate?

.1

'.11

Looking at the time of industrialization and urbanization in the two groups of
countries, it appears that there is some difference in the sequence in which these
changes occur. One such difference is described in Figure 5.3. In Figure 5.3 we can
test to what extent in democLatic countries industrialization precedes urbanization.
The specific hypothesis is that consistently democratic countries become industrialized
at least three decades before they become urbanized. Complete Figure 5.3 by indicating
the appropriate number of countries in each cell of the two-by-two table. The top row
refers to countries grouped as Pattern I; the bottom row refers to countries grouped
as Pattern II. The first column refers to countries which become urbanized at least
three decades after they become industrialized; the second column refers to Lountries
in which this temporal sequence does not occur.

Figure 5.3. Sequences of Industrialization and Urbanization in Consistently
and Moderately Democratic Countries

Absence of
industrialization
at least three
decades prior to
urbanization

Pattern I

Pattern II

Urbanization
at least three
decades after
industrialization
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Table 5,1 Politi4e1, .social, and economic changes in 10 countries, 1800-1950 (see note).

18 19

Country 00 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 00 10 20 30 40 50
Pattern I
Canada
Urbanization
Agricultural Employment
Democratization
Govt. Publications

United Kingdom
Urb. 9 11 14 17 20 22 21 25 29 32 34 37 38 39 44 50

Ag. 35 33 28 22 22 19 15 13 10 9 9 8 6 6 5

Dem. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pub. 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

United States
Urb. 1 3 4 5 6 8 11 11 16 19 22 26 30 29 29

Ag. 72 71 69 64 59 53 49 43 38 31 27 21 18 13

Dem. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pub. 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0

Switzerland
Urb. 11 12 12 16 18 21

Ag. 38 31 27 26 21 21

Dem. 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i j 1 0 0

Pub. 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0

Pattern II
France

Urb. 3 3 3 3 4 5 7 9 10 12 13 14 15 16 16 17

75 70 66 63 62 62 54 50 48 45 44 42 41 37 34 30

Dem., 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 0 1 1 1 0 1 6 7

Pub. 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Italy

Urb. 4 4 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 9 11 15 17 19 20

Ag. 62 62 57 58 59 55 56 51 47 42

Dem. 6 2 2 2 1 1 6 6 6 0

Pub. -, 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

Argentina'
Urb. 10 14 16 20 23 25 28 32 38

Ag. 67 63 59 53 45 38 32 26 25

Dem. 7 7 7 6 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 6 6

Pub. 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 0 0

Chile
Urb. 2 5 8 12 15 16 19 21 23 28

37 35 36 31

Dem. 7 7 4 3 3 6 3 3 3 6 1 1 2 1 1 0

Pub. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1

Germany
Urb. 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 6 8 12 16 21 26 29 30 27

Ag. 42 38 35 33 31 30 27 23

Dem. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 7

Pub. 3 2 2 2 2 2 0 3

Hungary
Urb. 2 2 2 3 3 5 6 14 18 19 21

Ag. 62 60 59 56 58 54 50 51

Dem. 6 7 6 6 6 6 6 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 6 6

Pub. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 1 1 1

Note: Numbers for urbanization and agricultural employment are percentages as defined

in the Flanigan-Fogelman paper. Scores for democratization and government
publications are taken from Tables 1 and 6 of the paper. All data have been

collected by the Minnesota Political Data Archive.
6.1

1 2 3 8 8 15 19 22 23 23

50 51 48 43 37 35 31 28 21

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 3 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 5.2. Times of Industrialization, Urbanization, Political Development and
Democratization of Consistently and Moderately Democratic Countries

Time of Time of
Industrial- Utbaniza-
ization tion
(first decade (first decade

with 50% or with 207, or

loss of labor more of pop.
force in in cities
agriculture) over 100,000)

Time of
Political
Development
(first decade
with a score
of "0" on the
Index of Govt.
Publications)

Time of
Democratiza-
tion
(first decade
with a score
of "1" or ID"
on the index of
Democratization)

Country

Pattern

Canada

lUnited Kingdom

United States

Switzerland

Vattern 11

iFraw.e

'Italy

Argentina

Chile

Germany

Hungsly
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What does Figure 5.3 indicate concerning the temporal sequence of industrialization
and urbanization in relation to successful democracy? What limitations in the data
and the analysis might affect.the validity of these findings?

Another sequential relationship suggested by the data in Table 5.2 is between
democratization and political development. A general observation seems to be that
democracy precedes development. Specifically, it appears that consistently democra-
tic countries become democratic at least seven decades before they become developed.
This relationship is examined in Figure 5.4. Complete Figure 5.4 in the same way as
Figure 5.3, with the first column referring to,eountries which become politically de-
veloped at least seven decades after they become democratic according to the definitions
in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.4. Sequences of Democratization and Political Development in
Consistently and Moderately Democratic Countries

Pattern 1

pattern 11

Democratization
at least seven
decades prior to
pol. development

Absence of
democratization
at least seven
decades prior to
pol. development

What does Figure 5.4 indicate concerning the temporal sequence of democratization
and urbanization in relation to successful democracy? What limitations in the
data and the analysis might affet.'t the validity of these findings?

_a

G5
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What additional kinds of analysis can you suggest utilizing the data presented in
Figure 5.17



EXERCISE**

An Introduction to Cross-National Survey Research

Assigned Reading:
Survey Research Center, "Surveys, Samples, and Coding," in E. Dreyer and

W. Rosenbaum (eds.), Political Opinion and Electoral Behavior (Belmont
Calif.: Wadsworth, 1966), pp. 57-67.

Myron Weiner, "Political Interviewing" and Frank Bonilla, "Survey Techniques,"

in Robert Ward,(ed.), StudyinR Oolitics Abroad (Boston: Little, Brown,
1964).

C. Almond and S. Verbs, The Civic Cukture (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press,
1963), Appendices A, B, C.

So far we have examined two general kinds of conditions that are associ-
ated with effective democracy: levels of social and economic development; and
patterns or sequences of developments through time. Now we turn to another
kind of condition--prevailing political attitudes. The general hypothesis her,
is that democratic systems are related to certain widely shared favorable pr,-
Utica' attitudes, termed by Almond and Verba a "Civic Culture."

In 'turning attention from social and'economic conditions to attitudes we
encounter a new set of methodological problems. Social and economic conditions
are measured by various kinds of aggregate data collected by government, uni-
versity, and private researchers. But until recent decades no methods existed
fot systematic measurement of attitudes, so that discussions of attitudes were
unavoidably impressionistic. Within the last twenty years, however, major new
methods have been introduced that make it possible to measure attitudes sys-
tematically The method we shall emphasizg for present purposes is the sample

survey.

With a few notable excepLions, surveys have been conducted mainly within
single nations rather than across several nations. The data we shall use in

these exercises are taken from Almond and Verbs's pioneering cross-national
survey of five nations reported in The Civic Culture. Actually, the applica-
tion of survey research on a cross-national basis raises a number of special
difficulties beyond those connected with surveys within single nations. Some

of these difficulties are discussed in the chapters of Ward's book.

1) What are the different haSes upon which samples are drawn in conduct-
ing a survey?
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2) Row pere the samples in the Almond-Verba survey:selected? Are the
samples comparable in all five countrits?

111111111M.

4111.1111/1.. .10111.

' 3) What effects might the variations in samples within the different
countries be expeLted to havu on the findings?

4) WhiAt major distinctive problems arise in conducting cross-national
surveys in contrast to surveys within a single nation?
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5) To what extent do the selection of samples and the interview schedules

ill the Almond-Verba study reflect awareness of these difficulties?



EXERCISE 7

About Data Processing and the Interpretation of Tables

Assigned Reading:
K. Janda, Data Processing (Evanston: Northwestern Univ. Press, 1965).
Visit to data processing facilities.

To complete the next exercises you will make use of some simple ? ta
processing equipment for sorting and counting the responses punched on your
deck of IBM cards. The use of punch-cards and data processing equipment makes
it possible to manipulate large quantities of data very rapidly. For this
reason such equipment has become widely used in social science research. As
part of this week's assignment you will visit the data processing center and
learn to operate the equipment you need.

In the following exercises you will calculate percentages and enter the
figures in the empty tables provided. At that point you will face the prob-
lem ,of describing or "talking about" the presentation of data. And since the
correct presentation of data in tables and appropriate description are fre-
quently difficult for students unfamiliar with quantitative analysis, we will
discuss several examples of tables and description of the information con-
tained in them. Basically we must express quantitative data in the tables
and translate the data into verbal statements. First, we will discuss the
correct form of table construction and second, we will take up the appropri-
ate verbal statements for interpreting tables. In subsequent exercises many
of the characteristics of the tables 011 be determined for you, but you will
constantly have to interpret data in tables and make statements about the
meaning of the data and the relationsnips they represent.

The table below is one which you will encounter in slightly different
form later on in Exercise 9. Here it will be used to introduce you to the
proper presentation and interpretation of data in percentage tables.

1
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Table 9.2.--The Distribution of Democratic
Attitudes for High and Low Education
Levels in the United Kingdom

Democratic Attitudes High
Index Education

Lqw
Education

Htgh

Medium

Low

36%

43

20

No Answer

Total 100%

Number of Cases 370

22%

48

29

2

101%

593
4.1111=1=T11.

First, we should notice same minor points of style.
1) Table number--this is the second table in chapter (or exercise)

nine.

2) Title--the title states that the table presents a relatipnship
betr.;een two variables. The two variables are fully and accurately Lhbeled.

3) Percentages--the distributions are in percentages with the total
percentage indicated to show that the distributions run down nnd not across.
The percentage sign appears correctly with only the first percentage in each
column and again with the total.

4) Number of cases--the number of cases for each column appear under
the total percentage so the reader ci assess the relaeive importance of the
column and the relative significance of the distributions.

A great many statements could be made about the distributions in Table 9.2
and we will only illustrate the various po ibiIities not exhaust them:

I. A comparison of the relative fiequency of individuals with highly
democratic attitudes among those with higher and low education
levels:

"Thirty-six per cent of highly educated individuals in the United
kingdom had highly democratic attitudes, while twenty-two per cent
of those with low education had highly democratic attitudes."

(or)

"Highly educated people in the United Kingdom art more likely to
score highly on the democratic attitudes index than are less
educated people."
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II. A comparison of democratic attitudes within columns:

"Among highly educated people in the United Kingdom, more had high
scores on the democratic attitude index than had low scores."

(or)

"Among individuals with a low level of education in the United
Kingdom, 227. had highly democratic attitudes and 29% had low
democratic attitudes."

Since the percentages are computed for educational categories, the state-
ments are made in terms of the attitudes or behavior of these educational
groups. We cannot say on the basis of the percentages in Table 9.2 that highly
democratic individuals are more likely to have high levels of education than
low levels. We cannot make this statement on the basis of Table 9.2 because
we would have to know the ercent of the total number of hi hl denocratic
individuale who have high and low levels of education, information which is
not contained in the table. Whenever ye make tatements involving percentages
or proportions, we must remember that these percentages are based on the total

number of individuals in some specific group and they cannot be used to refer
to any other group. In Table 9.2, the percentages are calculated on the basis
of the numbers of individuals who have high and law levels of educiaion, not
on the basis of the numbers of individuals with varying levels of democratic

attitudes. Therefore, while we can say that 36 per cent of the highly edu-
cated individuals have highly democratic attitudes, we cannot say that 36 per
cent was calculated on the basis of the 370 highly educated individuals in

the sample, not on the basis of all highly democratic individuals, a figure we
do not know from looking at Table 9.2.

The most common error in the inter retation of tables is comparison
of percentages which are not comparable.

Although all the tables in the following exercises will be similar in
format to Table 9.2, you are likely to encounter other ways of presenting data
in your readings. Table 7, taken from The Civic Culture Ly Almond and VQrba,

is another common method of presentation.

Notice that in Table 7 only the percentage saying that they could do

something about an unjust local law is given. Not shown are the percentages
who said they could do nothing, anc: who "didn't know" or who gave no answer.



TABLE 7

Per Cent who say they Can Do Something about an Unjus Local Law by Sex

Nation
Total

(%) (No .)*

Male

(1) (No.)

United State. 77 (970) 80 (455)

Great Britain 78 (963) 83 (460)

Germany 62 (955) 72 (449)"'

Ltnly 51 (995) 62 (471)

Mexico 53 (1,007) 63 (355)

Female

() (No .)

74 (515)

73 (503)

53 (506)

47 (524)

46 (652)

7-4

*Numbers in parentheses refer to bases upon which percentages are calculated.

The most important relationship in Table 7 can be stated in this way:

"Within each nation, aen ware mere likely thou women to say they
could do something about an unjust local law."

(or)

"Higher percentages of respondents in the United States and Great
Britain said they could do something about an unjust local low than
in Germany, Italy or Mexico."



Comparative Polities Laboratory

ASSISOMINT 8

Distributien of Democratic Attitudes

Assignments
Cogebeek in this Hama'

The data from Almond and Verhals survey enable us, first if all, to describe
hew democratic attitudes are distributed ia five gantries. In order to de se,
however, we mast agroe.en a definition of *ftmeerstie attitudes° mei decide which
revonses to use as indleaters of demseratie Malteds.. For purpose of these
amylases Idemooratie attitudes° refer to attitudes favorable to demserasy as a
type of political sputum rather than attitudes *bent the extent of democracy in
the respondent's ova eenstry. Ile itemo from the Almond-Verbs purvey hive been
combined into a simple index of democratise attitudes. Is your geisha* this
index is the first itms for eaeb country (ftems 1, 17, 33, 444 80.

(1) How was the democratic attitude index constructed? Is the index a
satisfactory measure of *democratic attitudes* as we have defined than above?

MWO

(2) What other items in the Almand.4erba survey might hare been used as
indicators of demseratic attitudes? If you were drafting a questionnaire, what
additional item* would you include to measure democratic attitsdes?

Nowa.

Using our denooratic attitude index we shall see, in Tables 8.1a-b, hew
democratic attitudes are distributed in five countries. In Tabl 8.1a enter the
number of responses for each score en the democratic attitude item for each
country; in Table 8.11, enter the 22E cent of responses for each score.

(3) What de the data presented in Table 8.1b tell us about the distribution
of democratic attitudes in the five countries?
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Table 8,1a. Tho Distribution of Deusoratic Attitudes, by
Country, BMW Progoonoies Only

Table 8.1b. Tbo Distribution of Democratic Attitudes, by

Country, Percentages

Democratic Attitude
Index

Hi /1

/2

/3

/4

Low /5

No Answer /9

United

ONO=
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It is interesting to compare a ranking of countries according to the
prevalence of democratic attitudes with a ranking according to institutional
characteristics. Column 1 of Table.8.2 lists the five countries in the Almond
Verba study as ranked by 'Neubauer on his index of democratic performance; in
column 2 rank these countries according to the prevalence of democratic attitudes,
as indicated in Teble Seib. Note that you will need to decide on what basis to
rank the countries in column 2.

Table 8.2. Comparison of Banking. of Pima Countries According to
Indices of Democratic Performance and Democratic Attitudes

Banking of Countries an
Neubauer's Index *f Democratic
Performance

Ranking of Countries an Index
of Democratic Altitudes

Great Britain

West Germany

Italy

United States

Mexico

(4) Bow did you decide on your ranking of countries in column 2?

(6) Haw much agreement is there between the two rankings?

Divergence between the two rankings could occur for either methodological
or theoretical reasons.

(6) What methodological reasons might account for the divergence in
rankings?



On theoretical grounds, whether or net the two rankings are identical
depends on the nature of the relationship between attitudes and institutions or
activitor a

(T) What theoretical reasons might lead you to expect agreement between
the two rankings? Ilhat theoretical reasons might account fer divergence in the
rankings?
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Comparative Politics laboratory

ASSIGNER 9

Social Distribution of Democratic Attitudes

Assignments
Almond and Verbs, Chapter 13.

Data from the Almond-Verbs study enable you not only to describe how
democratic attitudes art distributed in different countries but also to
show relationskips between democratic attitudes and a number of social
variables that may effect these attitudes. Per example, we can elk to what
extent do people who are more or less democratic in their attitudes vary in
their level of income, aawunt of education, and place of residence. In order
to answer this question we shall first show relationships between democratic
attitudes and these three social variables in each of the five countries; we
sheal then show the same relationships without controlling for country.

In the following tables, we will distribute for lwrel of income (Table
9.1), level of education (Taible 9.2), and degree of urbamisation (Table 9.3)
with respect to scores on the democratic attitude index in each of the five
countries. Notice that for each variable we introduce the categories high,
medium, low. Definitions of these categories are indicated on the tables
themselves. However, other definitions could have been used which would
have altered the results to some extent. Hest of the tables are already
completed fill in the remaining entries.

(1) How will you proceed in completing the tables?

(2) Looking at the tables, which of the three variables seems most
swrongly associated with democratic attitudes? Which of the variables seems
least associated with democratic attitudes? How much variation is there
between the patterns of association in different countries?



Table 9.1. The Distribution of Democratic Altitudes for High, Medium and
Low Income Levels, by Country

15

16

a
18

14

10



Table 9.2. The Distribution of Democratic Attitudes for High and Low
Education Levels, by Country

Si
S2



,

411

Tsbls 9.3. Ths Distribution oi ismwermtio Attitudes for High, Medium, and Low
Community Sissy by Country



(3) What farther statements can you mobs about relationahips between
democzatic attitudes and social variables an the basis of these tables?

The relationships between democratic attitudes and social variables
presented in Tables 9.1-9.3 are all relationships within partipiler countries.
For example, we can say that 30 of Americans with high incomes have highly
democratic ettitudes07while 15% of Itszicsna with high incomei hare highly
democratic attitudes. From these tables we cannot determine tho general
relationships between democratic attitudes and differences of income, educations
or community-size regardless of the specific cou3_._4t.k. We minuet say that, in
general, 0 of people with high 1126011111 have liloWdemecratic attitudes. In
other words, in Tables 9.1-9.3 we are in fast oantrollin for the effects of
nationality upon the relationships between democratic attitudes and the social
variables. Bather than xamin all the cases as one undifferentiated group,
we have broken dawn the group into five separate sub-groups of cases and then
examined relationships only within those sub-groups. Thin prior differentiation
of cases according to somo variablesuch as ceuntry,--is what we moan by controlling
for the variable.

In general, we control for a variable when we suspect that it is
associated with one or both of the other variables being examined and thus
n ay have me ffect on the distributions found. For xample, we found in
Exercise 8 that a greater proportion of the United States sample had high
scores on the democratic attitude index thou did the respondents in other
countries. At the same time, we know that Americans enjoy a relatively high
standard of living. Thirefore, if we were to find a high relationship between
income and democratic attitudes without controlling for country, it may be
that such a relationship actually exists, or it may be that American respondents
are contributing disproportionately to our high income category. Unless ve
control for country, we might be describing the attitudes of "high income Americans"
rathor than those of "high income individuals in general," which is our primary
objective.

Generally there aro three results fres using es --eols in the analysis
of quantitative data. First, a control variable may =crease the magnitude
of relationship between two variables. Second, a control Irariable may reduce
the relationship betwen two variables to imsignifieance, i.e., eliminate an
upparently interooting relationship. Third, a control variable may not alter
the magnitude of relationship at all and demonstrate its insignificance as a
variable in the overall pattern.
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The usefulness and desirability of controlling for other factors is
limited by several practicel considerations. Yor one thing, the verbal
description of the relationships in a table wiih only one or twe factors
controlled becomes extremely complicated and difficult to grasp. In
practice when we control relationships, we concentrate en subparts of the
distributions generated and usually do not attempt statement of the
overall relationship. A second limitatien is the decreasing umber of
cases in each cell of the table as we increase the number ef controlled
factors. This is a problem became percontages became less reliable as the
number of eases au which they are based becomes smaller. Carnally we do
not compute percentages for distributions with fewer than twenty cases. The
advantages of controlling ars lest if we end up with very few cases in the
cells we want to compare under controlled conditions.

In Tables 9.4-9.8 the control for country has been removed, so that we
can examine the general relationships between democratic attitudes and
differences in incomm, education, end community sive for all oases regardless
of the nationality of the respondents.

44) How do the distributions in Tables 9.4-9.8 compare to the
distributions you found in Tables 9.14.3, which included the control for
country? Hew do the uncontrolled distributions differ from the distributions
in each country?

* 41111111.MIIIMill

(6) What effect do you think the absence of rural Mexicans in the
ample has on the relatizwnship between community six. and democratic attitudes?

(6) Bow mucheeffct does difference in country have upon the relation-
ship between democratic attitudes and each of the social variables?
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Table 9,4, Th Distribution of Democratic Attitudes for Dish, Medium,
and Low Income Levels, without Controls for Country

Table 9.5. The Distribution of Democratic Attitudes for High and
Law Education Levels, without Controls for Country

Democratic Attitude Index High Education

High /1

/2

/3

/4

Low /5

No Answer /9

Total

N

Low Education

30 15%

8 9

37 r 3-9

5 11

19

2 8

99% 161%

1653 3511

Table 9.6. The Distribution of Democratic Attitudes for High, Madinat
and Low Comunity Site, without Controls for Country

Democratic Attitude Index High Comm. Size Medium Comm. Size Low Comm. Size

High /1

/2

/3

/4

Low /5

No Answer /9

21%

42

17

5

19% 24%

9 11

35 33

9 12

20 12

8 8

Total 101*

2582

loo; 1 00 %

1382 1214



EXERCISE 13

Distribution of Democratic Attitudes
According to Socialization and Psychology

Assigned Reading;
Almond and Verba, Chapter 12.
Herbert Hyman, Political Socialization.

In the previous exercise we examined relationships between democratic at-
titudes and income, education, and urbanization. In this exercise we shall
consider relationships between democratic attitudes and two additional vari-
ablessocialization, and a psychological dimension. The importance of each
of these variablas is suggested by significant bodies of social theory, which
are reflected in the Almond-Verba study.

1) What do Almond and Verbs mean by political socialization? Why is
political socialization considered an important concept in p*itical analysis?

111111.1.1

The measure of socialization we shall use in this exercise is the third
item for each country (items 3, 19, 35, 51, 67).

2) Haw was the index of socialization constructed?



Notice that the measure we are using refers to family and school experi-
ences, experiences that occur relatively early in life. Use of this measure
implies that socialization occurs relatively early in life and does not con-
tinue as an ongoing process throughout a person's later years.

3) Is this implication consistent with the definition of socialization
in question l)?

4) What other items might be included in an index of socialization that
would reflect a broader definition of socialization as a process that continues
beyond the early years?

Table 10.1 shows the relationships between democratic attitudes and
socialization in the five countries. Complete Table 1001

5) Looking at Table 10.1, what statements can you make about the effcts
of socialization on democratic attitudes?

One body of social theory stresses the connection between political atti-
tudes and socialization; another body of theory stresses the connection be-
tween political attitudes and characteristics of personality. To examine re-
lationthips b2tween democratic attitudes and characteristics of personality,
we shall ilse a psychological measure which is the fourth item for each country
(itemi 4, 20, 36, 52, 68).

6) How was the psychological index constructed? What characteristics
of personality does it measure?



TABLE 10.1.--The Distribution of Dem'cratic Attitudes for High, Medium,
and Low Levels of Democratic Socialization, by Country

_

!

f

1

I
i

Democratic
Attitude
In!ex
17/,33/ 49/,65/1.11,2

United Kingdom.United States Germany
3/ 19/ 35/

Italy
51/

Mexico
1 67/

High Med
13

Low High Med Low
/4,5 11,2 13 /4,5

High Med
/1,2 /3

Low
/4,5

High Med Low
/1,2 /3 /4,5

High
/1,2

Med
/3

Low
/4,5

High /1 30% 21% 147. 197. 207 147 23% 157. 11%

/2 6 5 7 13 13 12 6 7 7

:

/3 46 44 46 36 10 29 53 51 45
!

/4 4 9 6 9 16 19 3 4 8

Iow /5 12 20 23 13 15 11 12 22 25

No Answer /9 1 * 2 , 9 7 14 2 1 5

Total T 99% 997 1007. 1 997. lorx 997. 99% 1007 1017.

277 350 328 173 305 444 228 332 709

*Less than .57.
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Table 10.2 shows the relationships between democratic attitudes and the
psychological dimension in the five countries. Complete Table 10.2.

7) 011 the basis of Table 10.2, what statements can you make about the
effects of the psychological variable on democratic attitudes?

So far all your statements about the relationships between democratic at-
titudes and other variables have been based simply on an inspection of the
tables; no attempt has been made to introduce more rigorous statistical mea-
sures 0C association. It would be interesting, however, to compare the de-
grees of association between democratic attitudes and each of the independent
variables discussed in the last two exercises using a more rigorous measure
of association.

The best known of the correlational measures is Pearson's product-moment
correlation coefficient, which was discussed in Exercise 3. In order to use
this technique correctly, we must assume tt the variables we want to corre-
late are measured by interval scales. chat is. that there are equal intervals
or distances between the units of the scale. Much of the aggregate data used
in political science research can qualify as interval scale data; we are usu-
ally quite willing to say, for exampl..!, that the difference between a per
capita GNP of $500 and one of $550 is equal to the difference between $150
and $200 GNP per capita. For these types of variables, use of the product-
moment correlation to measure strengths of association is appropriate. Only
rarely in survey research, however, are we able to measure variables with the
precision required for an interval scale. For example, we would hesitate to
assume that the difference between a score of 1 and a score of 3 on our dem-
ocratic attitudes index represents the same difference as that between the
scores 3 and 5--the questions on which the index is based may not be of com-
parable difficulty, cutting points dichotomizing positive aud negative re-
sponses may not be precise, and so on. Although we usually do not wish to
assume an interval scale with this typa of survey data, we often feel safe in
rankinA scores. That is, we can sly that a score is higher or lower than
another score, though we do not know how much higher or lower. Other mea-
sures of association have been developed to handle this type of ordinal scale
or rank order data. One such measure is Kendall's tau beta, which we will use
below,to summarize the relationships which have previously been presented only
in percentage tables.

Tau beta is well suited to the type of data available to political sci-
entists not only because it can be used with rank order data, but also because
it takes into account tied scores. Since we generally di,,ide our variables
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TABLE 10.2.--The Distribution of Democratic Attitudes for
High, Medium and Low Levels of Trust, by Country

1 ,

1Un Germanyited Kingdom United States Italy Mexico
.

Democratic . 4/ 201 36/ 52/ 68/
Attitude 1.

Index Iligh Med Low High Med Lows High Med Low ;High Med Low High Med Low
1/,17/,33/,49/,65/!/1,2 /3 /4,5 /1,2 /3 /4,51 /1,2 /3 /4,5 /1,2 /3 /4,5 /1,2 /3 /4,5

High /1 55% 457. 31A 28% 24% 157. ' 26% 247. 14%

/2
i

8 8 7 ! 13 15 12
;

26 9 13

/3
i 30 38 41 37 27 31 24 40 27

I

1

I

/4
i

2 2 5 13 16 17 i 8 5 15

Low /5 4 j 14 3 12 14 ll 18 20

No Answer /9 1 2 3 i 6 i 11 5 4 11
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into relatively few categories--for example, "high," "medium," and "low"--we

usually have large numbers of "ties" in scores. (For instance, in Table 10.1,

277 British respondents scored "high" on the socialization index; they there-

fore have "tied scores" on that variable.) Tau beta measures the degree to

which a high rank on one variable is associated with a high rank on another
variable. Like many other measures of association, it varies between +1,0 and
-1.0, with zero indicating the absence of a relationship.

TABLE 10.3.--Tau Betas Measuring the Degree nf Association of
Democratic Attitudes with Selected Variables in
Five Countries

.....=, 1110=111111N.MI,

111

Association
Between
Democratic
Attitudes and:

;hated
Kingdom

United
States Germany Italy Mexico

Five
Countries

Income

Education

Community Size

Socialization

Trust

.097

.156

-.017

.142

,177

.164

.217

.027

.166

.430

.019

.058

-.051

.048

.111

.082

.161

-.077

.022

.101

.054

.086

.063

.139

.086

.143

.198

-.026

.155

.190

Table 10.3 is a matrix of correlations of democratic attitudes and the
five variables discussco in these exercises.

8) Which variables show the highest and lowest degrees of association?
Row would you describe the relationships generally?

*./
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9) What explanations can you suggest for the pattern of relationships
found in the Table? What reasons might account for the generally low degras.

-of association among most of the variables in the Table?

,f)



Comparative Polities Laboratory

LABORATORY DECK

Column
Number

Alaond

Page in
Manual

Verba Five Nation Study

Code

United Kingdom Data

1 5 United Kingdom - Democratic Attitudes Index

2 6 United Kingdom - Subjective Competence Index

3 7 United Kingdom - Socialisation Index

4 8 United Kingdom - Trust Index

5 9 United Kingdom - Organizational Participation

6 9 United Kingdom - Knowledge of Public Officials

7 10 United Hingdcm - Political Party Preference

8 10 United Kingdom - Attention to Political and
Governmental Affairs

9 11 United Kingdom - Pride in Country

10 12 United Kingdom - Work Situation

11 13 United Kingdom - Education

12 13 United Kingdom - Community Size

13 13 United Kingdom - Income

14 14 United Kingdom - Occupation of Respondent

15 14 United Kingdom - Age

16 14 United Kingdom - Region

United States Data

17 15 United States - Democratic Attitudes Index

18 16 United States - Subjective Competence Index

19 17 United States - Socialization Index



Column
Number

Page in
Manual Code

20 18 United-States - Trust Index

21 19 United States - Organisational Participation

244 10 United States Knowledge of Public Officials

23 20 United.States Political Party Preference

24 20 United States - Attention to Political and
Govrnmental Affairs

26 21 United States - Pride in Country

26 22 United States - Work Situation

27 23 United States - Education

28 23 United States - Community Sise

29 23 United Stmts. - income

30 24 United States - Occupation of Respondent

31 24 United States - Age

32 24 United States - Region

German Data

33 25 Germany - Democratic Attitudes Index

34 26 Germany - Subjective Competence Index

35 27 Germany - Socialization Index

36 28 Germany - Trust.Index

37 29 Germany - Organizational Participation

38 29 Germany - Knowledge of Puolic Officials

39 30 Germany - Political Party Preference

40 30 Germany - Attention to Political and
Governmental Affairs

41 31 Germany - Pride in Country

42 32 Germany - Work Situation

LI 3



Columc
Number

Ke in
Manual Code

43 33 Germany - Education

44 33 Germany - Community Size

45 33 Germany - Income

46 34 Germany - Occupation of Respondent

47 34 Germany - Age

48 34 Germany - Region

Italian Data

49 35 Italy - Democratic Attitudes Index

50 36 Italy - Subjective Competence Index

51 37 Italy - Socialisation Index

52 38 Italy - Trust Index

53 39 Italy - Organizational Participation

54 39 Italy - Knowledge of Public Officials

55 40 Italy - Political Party Preference

56 40 Italy - Attantion to Political and
Governmental Affairs

57 41 Italy - Pride in Country

58 42 Italy - Work Situation

59 43 Italy - Education

60 43 Italy - Community Size

61 43 Italy - Income

62 44 Italy - Occupation of Respondent

63 44 Italy - Age

64 44 Italy - Region

Mexican Data

65 45 Mexico - Democratic Attitudes Index

4



Column
Number

Page in
Manual Code

66 " 46 Mexico - Subjective Competence Index

67 47 Mexico - Socialimaticu Index

68 48 Mexico - Trust Index

69 49 Mexico - Organisational Parti4pation

70 49 Mexico - Knowledge of Public Officials

71 50 Mexico - Political Party Preference

72 50 Mexico - Attention to Po4tical and
Governmental Affairs

73 31 Mexico - Pride in Country

74 52 Mexico - 1114rk Situation

75 53 Mexico - Education

76 53 Mexico - Community Sise

77 53 Mexico - Income

' 78 54 Mexico - Occupation of Respondent

79 54 Mexico - Age



Column
Number 9.2411

United Kinziom--Democratic Attitudes lade

a

Based an responses to the follming two question's

"ions people feel that campaigning is needed so the
public can Judge candidates and issues. Others say
that it causes so much bitterness and la se unreliable
that we'd be better off without it. What de you
think--is it needed or would we be better off without
it?"

Needed - ceded as a pro-democratic respanse

Better off without it - coded am an anti-democratic
response

It depends, other, don't know - coded as No Answer

"A few strong leaders would do more for this country tban
all the laws and talk." Do you agree or disagree?

Agree - coded as an anti-democratic response

Disagree - coded as a pro-democratic response

Other, don't know - coded as No Answer

Index codes

1. High - two pro-democratic responses

2. - one pro-democritic response and one NO Answer

3. - one pro-democratic response and oni anti-democratic
response

4. - one anti-democratic response and one No Answer

5. Low - two anti-democratic responses

9. No answer - two no answer responses



Column
Number Code

2 United Einem Sublective Competence Seale

This is a reproduction of the subjective competence scale
used in the analysis in The Civic Culture by Gabriel Almond
and Sidney Verbal, It represents respondents scores on &
Guttman Scale of the following five questions (in order of
difficulty from easiest to most difficult)s

"Sone people sey that politics and government are so
complicated that the average man cannot really yoder-
stand what is going on. Hew about local issues in
this town or part of-the country? New gill do you
understand than?"

"Suppose a regulation vere being considered by (SPECIFY
)WST LOCAL GOVEENNENTAL G2J1To TOWN, V1I1.ASE, ETC.)
which you considered very unjust or harmful, 'hat do
you think you could do? (IF NEEDED) Aoything else?"

"If such a case arose, how likely is it that you would
actually do something about it?"

"If you made an effort to change this regulation how
likely is it that you would succeed?"

"Have you ever done anything to try to influence a local
decision?"

For a fuller explanation of the construction of this scale,
see the footnote on pp. 231-236 of Almond and Verba, The
Civic Culture, Princeton University Press, 1963 (hardbound

O. Low Subjective Competence
1

2.

3.

4,
5. High Subjective Competence
. No Answer
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Column
_ber Code

-7-

3 Enited ation Index

Based an responsss to this following four questionsi

"As you were growing up, let's say when you were around
le, how much influence de you remember baring in family
decisions affecting yonrseIl. Did you have such influence,
some, or none at all?"

"At around the same time, if a (famil ) docision were
made that you didn't like, did you feel free'to complain,
did you feel a little uneasy about complaining or was
it better not to complain?"

"In some schools the children aro encouraged to discuss
and debate.political and social issues and to make up
their own minds. Bow was it la your school--how much
chance did the children have to express their opinions--
a lot, some, or none at all?"

"In some secondary snhools the stud,nts participate in
raaning school affaire--in others, the toachers decide
evorything. Bow was it in your school--did the students
participate a great deal, some, very little, or not at all?

The socialization index was constructed by scoring individuals
according to the number of experiences with the democratic
process which they had had while crowing ups (41. no answer an

one or two questions was counted as ono-half positivo response,
with rounding toward the extreme categories.)

1. High democratic socialization experience - 4 positive responses

2.

3.

4.

- 3 positive responses

- 2 positive responses

- 1 positive response

5. No experience with the democratic process - No positive response

9. No answer on three or more questions.

1 0 :



Column
Number Code

4 United Minolta - Trust Index

Based an the number of positive responses to the following
four question's

"Sone people sey that most people can be trusted.
Others sey you can't be too careful in yeur dealings
with people. Row do you feel about it?",j:Most
people can be trusted" is a positive res e.)

"Speaking generally, would you ssky that 'mat people
are more inclined to help others, or mere inolined
to look out for themselves?" (Nora inclined to help
others" is a positive response.)

"If you don't watch yourself, people will Ulm advantage
of you. Do you agree or disegree with that?" ("Disagree"
is a positive response.)

"No one is going to care much what happens to you, when
you get right down to it. Do you agree or disagree with
that?" ("Disagree" is a positive response.)

("Don't Know" and wNo Answer" responses were counted as
one-half positive response, with rounding toward the extreme
categories.)

1. Bigh Trust four positive responses)
2. three positive responses)
3. two positive responses)
4. one positive response
5. Lew Trust no sitive responses

3

po
9. Don't know or No Answer on three.or mere questions



Column
Number Code

5 Eaktertgls4a.91.A.;_ilidAsigilitstialiatits

Are you a member of any organizations nowitrade or labor
unions, business organizations, social groups, professional
or farm organizations, cooparatives, fratornal or vetorsn's
groups, athletic clubs, political, charitable, civic or
religious organizationsor any other organised group? (IF
MEOW) 'Which ones?

(IF A *MR OF SONE ORGANIZATION NOW)s Have you ever been
au officer in this (one of these) organization(s)?

1. Belongs to one organization and has been an officer
2. Belongs to two organizations and has been an officer
3. Belongs to three organisations and has been an officer
4. Belongs to four or more organizations and has been an officer

5. Belongs to one organisation and has never boon an officer
6. Belongs to two organizations and bas never boon an officer
7. Belongs to three organisations and has never boon an officer
S. Belongs to four or more organizations and has never been

an officer

O. Belongs to no organizations
-. No Answer, Don't know

6 United Kingdom - Knowledge of Public Officials

When a new Prime Minister comes into office, one of the
first things he must do is appoint people to cabinet positions
and ministries. Could you tell me what some of these cabinet
positions are? (IF NELMED) Can you name any others? (PROBE
=IL RESPONDENT NAMES FrVE CABINET POSITIONS OR UNTIL RESPON-
DENT KNOWS NO MORE. CODE IN TERMS OF NUMBER CORRECT. ACCEPT
AS COREECT EITHER NAME OF CABINET POSITION SUCH AS "CHANCELLOR
OF THE MECHEQUW OR "F)REIGN SECRETARY," OR NAME OF THE
MINISTRY SUCH AS "TREASURY" OR "FOREI( OFFICE.")

6. One correct
7. Two correct
8. Three correct
9. Four correct
O. Five or more correct

None named or none correct; dcsn't know
+. Other
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Code

-10-

7 United Biala= - Political Party Preference

Based on following questionsi

"Now we would like to find out something about your party
preference and how you vote. Are you currently a member of
any political party or organization?"

"Do you consider yourself a supporter of any particular
political party?"

"Toviards which political party do you lean?"

1. Active Labourites - members of Labour Party
2. Non-active Labourite. - others who support or lean toward

the Labour Party
3. Active Conserfatives . Bambara of Conservative Party
4 Non-aotive Conservatives - others who support or lean toward

the Conservative Party
5. Active Liberals - ambers of the Liberal Party
6. Non-active Liberals - others who support or lean toward

the Liberal Party
7 Other parties
8. NO party
9. Don't know
+. Refused to say

8 United Rinz4om - Attention to Political and Governmental Affairs

Do you follow the accounts of political and governmental
affairs; would you say you follow them regularly, from tinm
to time, or never?

1 Regularly
2. From time to time
3. Other
4.. Never
5. Don't know



Cola=
Number Code

9 in Collin unt

Speaking generally, what are the things about this country
that you are meet proud of as an Englishman?

(Respondents could mention several things they wore proud of
about their country. in this code, priority was given to
mentions of the political-legal system and the economic system
as defiant' in codes 1 and 2. Therefore, if a respondent
mentioned either or both of theee, be wag coded as a 1, 2, or
3, even though he might also have mantioted other aspects
of the country included in codes 4 and 5. Second priority
was given to other policy titillated itoms-i-these rospondents
(code 4) might have mentioned topics includod in code 5, but
did not mention either the political-legal or economic systens.)

1. Political-legal spates: freedoms, democracy, justice,
political stability, pose.

2. economic systems economic growth, chases to advance,
earn a living, industrial progress

3. Both political-legal system and economic wystem

4. Other things related to governmental policies - social
legislation or national strength and indepandence;
(no mention of 1 or 2 above)

5. Other aspects of countryi contributions to science or
culture, spiritual values, characteristics of people or
physical attributes of country; (no nention of 12 22 or
4 above)

G. Nothing

Don't know, No answer

(05-



Column
Number code

10 et.tiamz.....1 tion

Hamad on the following two questions:

'Veld like to find out how decisions are mmde on your
job. Wham decisions are made affecting your own work,
do those in authoriky ever you aver consult you about
them? Do they usually consult you, do they sometimes
consult yon, does this happen rarely sr are you never
consulted?" ("usually" and "sometimes consulted" are
positive responses)

"If a decision were made affectimg your own work that
you disagreed with strongly, what would you do--would
you feel frost to complain, would you feel aslem about
complaining, or is it better to accept the decision and
not complain?" ("feta free to complain" is a positive
rosponso)

1. High influenco io decision-making on job - two positive
responses

Medium imfluence in decision-making on job - one positive
response

3. Low influence in dscision-msking on job - no positive
response

9. Inappropriate - Respondent is unemployed or has no ono
in authority over him on job

-. No Answer or don't know to one or both questions



-13-

Column
"ober

11 United Unease - 84-oration

We would like to find out something about ysur education.
Haw tar did you get with your odueatient (PROBE TO PIO
HIGHEST LEM ATT111030)

7. NoAsehoolinve-mone at all
S. Primary school
9. Secondary school
O. University

Other ('Teohnieal College' and 'Teachers Training College')
+. Don't know

12 United KimaMme - ComounitY Sine

Sine of town where intorview takes place

S. Leos than 5,000
9. 51000 - 20,000
O. 20,000 - 60,000
-. 60,000 - 100,000
+. 100,000 and over

13 United Sin,gdom - Income

Could you please place youg,family ineoam in one of the
following income groups. (HUD LIST 11)

4. Under is 300
5. 19300
6. L850 - 181,000
7. is1,000 - 1.1,500
8. L1,500 - 42,000
9. 42,000 - 131000
0. L3,000 +
+. Don't knowrefuse to answer

U



Column

.ar COI
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14 ili.g...Nedste....ramegeatad of Nasnondiant

1. Professional, higher management, big business
2. Small business (owner, partnsT)
3. White collar worker
4. Skilled worker, artisan
6. Unskilled worker, domestic servant
6. Farmer (landsemar)
7. Farm eorkor, tenant
8. Housewife
0. Retired
0. Student

Unemployed
N. answer

16 United,pagdon . Age

Hwy old aro you?

66 18 - 25
76 26 30
86 31 - 35
96 66 - 40
0. 41 - b0

51 - 60
4,4, 60 and over

16 Vnitod UnArden 8e.don of Country

8. 8. Ragland
9. Wales
O. The Midlands

N. angland
4.. Scotland



Cols=
Code

17 United State. -Democratic Attitudes *ex

Based on responses to the follsoing two questionsa

"Sono people feel that campaigning is unaided so ths
public can judge candidates and issues. Othsrs say
that it manses so much bitterns.. and in so unxiliable
thatimild be bettor off without it. That ds you think
--is,it needed or would we bo better eft without it?"

Needed - coded as prci-democratic response

Botter.off without it - coded as an anti-democratic
response

It depends, other, don't know - coded as No Answer

"A few strong leaders would do more for this couutry than
all the laws and talk." Do you agree or disogree?

Index codes

Agree - coded as an anti-democratic response

Disagree - coded as a pro-democratic response

Other, don't know. - coded as No

1 High - two pro-damocratic response*

2. -.. one pro-democratic response and one NO Answer

3. - one pro-denecratic response and one anti-democratic
response

4. ane anti-danocratic response and one NO Answer

5. Low - two anti-democratic responses

9. No answer - two no answer responses



Column
Number Code

Uni/ted States - Subiectiv9 Competeuce Scale

This is a reproduction of the subjective competence scale
used in the analysis im The Ctvie Slajm. by Gabriel Almond
and Sidney Verbs. It represents respondents' scores on a
Guttman Seale of the following ftre questions (in order of
difficulty from easiest to nost diffieult)s

"Some people soy that politics and government are so
complicated that the average man cannot real4 under-
stand what is going on. Bow about local issues in
this town or part of the country? Now well do you
understand them?

"Suppose a regulation were being considered by (SPECIFY
MOST LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL IINITs r(*, VILLAGE, ETC.) which
you considered very unjust or harmful, what do you thimk
you could do? (i F =MED) Anything else?"

"If such a came arose, how likaly is it that you would
actually do something about it?"

"If you made an effort to change this regulation how
likely is it that you would succeed?"

"Have you ever done anything to try to influence a
local decision?"

For a fuller explanation of the construction of this scale,
see the footnote on pp, 231-236 of Almond and Verbs, The
Civic Culture, Princeton University Press, 1963 (hardbound

0. Low Subjective Competence
1.

2.

3.

4.
5. High Subjective Competence

No Answer



Column
Number Code

la Unita& States - Secialieation Index

Saud on responses to the following four questions:

"As you were growing up, let's say when you were around
18, how amen influence do you remember hexing in family

4
decisions affecting yourself. Did you have much influence,
some, or none at all?"

"At eiround the same Amp, if a (family) decision were
made that you didn't like, did yen fool free to complain,
did you feel `a little uneasily about complaining or was it
better not to complain?"

"In someschools the children are encouraged to discuss
and debate political and social issues and to maks up
their own minds. How was it in your school--how mush
chance did the children have to express i oir opinions--
a lot, some or none at all?"

"In some secondary schools the students participate in
running school affairsin others, the teachers decide
everything. How was it in your schooldid the students
participate a great deal, some, very little, or not at alit"

The socialization index was constructed by scoring individuals
according to the number of experiencesiwith the democratic
process which they had had while vowing ups (i MA answer on
one or two questions was counted as one-half positive response,
with rounding toward the extreme categories.)

1 High democratic socialization experience - 4 positive responses

2. - 3 positive responses

3. - 2 positive responses

4. - 1 positive response

5. No experience with the democratic process - No positive response

9. No answer on three or more questions



Column
Number Code

20 United States 'trust Inpat

Based on the number of positive responses to the following
four questionso

"Some people sey that most people can be trusted.
Others soy you can't be too careful in your dealings
with people. How do you feel about it?" ("Most
people can be trusted" is a positive response.)

"Speaking generally, would you mgy that most people
are more inclined to help others, or more inclined
to look out far tbmaselves?" ("More inclined to help
others" is a positive response.)

"If you don't watch yourself, people will take advantage
isf you. Do you agree or disagree with that?" ("Disagree"
as a positive response.)

"'No one is going to care much what happens l you,
when you get right down to it. Do you agree or disagree
with that?" ("Disagree" is a positive response.)

eDon't Know" and No Answer" responses were counted as one
half positive response, with rounding toward the extreme
categories.)

1, High Trust four positive responses)
2. three positive responses)
3. two positive responees)
4. one positive response)
5. Low Trust no positive responses)
9. Don't Know or No Answer on three or more questions



Column
Number Code

21 United States - Organisational Participation

Are you a member of any organisations now-w4rade or labor
unions, buoiness organizations, social groups, professional
or farm organisations, cooperatives, fraternal or roteran's
groups, athletic clubs, political, charitablo, civic or
religious organisational or any other organised group? (IF
NEEDE)) Which ones!

(IFAMBER OF SOME ORGANIMIONN(s)s "Ewe you'ever been
an officer in this (one of these) organisationiq?"

1. Belongs to one organisation and has boon an officer
2. Belongs to two organisations and has bean an officer
3. Belongs to three organisations and has boon an officer
4. Belongs to four or more organisations and has been an

officer

S. Belongs to
O. Belongs to
7. Belongs to
S. Belongs to

an officer

one organisation and has never been an officer
two organisations and has never been an officer
three organisations and has newfir bun an officer
four or more organisations and has never been

O. Belongs to no organizations
-. No Answer, Don't know

22 United State Enowled e of Public Offi iols

When a new President comes into office, one of the first
things he must do is appoint people to cabinet positions.
Could you tell me what some of these cabinet positions are?
Can you name any others? (PROBE =IL RESPONDENT KNOWS NO
MOSE. CODE IN TERMS OF NUMBER CORRECT. ACCEPT AS CORRECT
EITERR NAME OF CABINET POSITION SUCK AS "SECRETARY OF TEE
TREASURY' OR NAME OF DEPARTMENT SUCH AS "TREASURY. OR "STATE'.)

O. One correct
7. Two correct
O. Three correct
9. Four correct
O. Five or more correct

None named or none correct; don't know
+. Other



Column
Number Code

23 United Stotts fr.liticsl Party Preference

Based on the following questions.

Vow we would like to know something about your party
prefertnce and how you vote. DO you consider yourself a
supporter of a particular political parW (Mich party?)
(IP NECESSARY TO EIPLAIN *SUPPORTER" Sas Do you tank of
yourself puerally as a Democrat, a Republican, au Indspendent
or whati)"

(If Despondent does not support a party). "Toward which
party do you lean?"

(If Despondent supports or leans toward a partiy)s '!Ilre you

a membor of any political club or organisation? Mich
club or organisation is thattP0

*Rave you ever been active in a political campaign--that is,
have you worked for a candidate or perty, contributed money,
or done any other active work!"

1. Active Democrats - members of Democratic clubs or organisations
and Damocratic supporters who hove bean
active in campaigns

Non-active Democrats - others who support or lean toward
the Democratic party

Active Republicans - members of Rapublican clubs or
organisations and Republican supporters
who have been'active in campaigns

4. Non-active Republicans - others ote support or lean toward
the Republican party

7. Other party
8. No party
L. Don't know, no answer

24 United Stat.'. - Attention to Political and Gov ntal Affairs

Do you follow the accounts of political and governmental
affairs; would you say you follow them regularly, from time
to tine, or never?

1. Bogularly
2. From tine to time
3. Other
4. Never
5. Don't know; NA



-21-

Colt=
Code

25 EMted t......aff es -

Speaking generally, what aro the things ebout this country
that you are most proud of as an Anerleang

(Bespondents could mention several things they were proud
ef about their coustgy. In this cede, priorj.ty was given
to mentions of the political-legal system and the economic
system, as defined in codes I and 2. Therefore, if a
respondent mentioned either or both of these, be was coded
as a l, 2, or 3, even though be night also hevenentioned
other aspects of the country included in cedes 4 and 5.
Second priority was given to other policy related items -
these respondents (cede 4) mAght have mentioned topics
included im code 5, but didadmention either the political-
legal or economic systems.)

1. Political-legal system freedoms, democracy, justice,
political stability, peace

2. Economic systems conomic growth, chance to advance,
earn a living, industrial progress

3. Both political-legal system and economic system .

4. Other things related to governmental policies - social
legislation or national strength and independence; (no
mention of 1 or 2 above)

5. Other aspects of countrys contributions to science or
culture, spiritual values, characteristics of people or
physical attributes of country; (no mention of 1, 2, or
4 above)

O. Nothing

-. Don't know, No answer



Column
Mother Coda

26 Unitod States 11Forit Situation

Bas'ed on the following two questions

"We'd like to find out hew decisions are made on your
job. Shan decisions are mods affecting your own work,
do thoso in authority over you evor consult you about
them? Do they consult you, de they sometimes
consult you, does.this happen rarely or are you never
consulted," ("usually" and "sometimos coneulted" ars
positive responses)

"If a decision were made &fleeting your own work that
you disagreed with strongly, what would you do--would
you feel free to complain, would you feel uneaey about
complaining, or is it better to accept the decision and
not complain?" ("fool free to complain" is a positive
response)

High influence in decision-making on job -'tvo positive
responses

2. Medium influence in docision-making on job - one positive
response

3. Low influence in decisionmaking on job - no positive
response

Inappropriate - Hespondont is unomployed or has no one
in authority over him on job

No Answer or don't know to one or both questions

I ;



Co lum
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27 United States - Education

Ire would like to find out something about your education.
Raw far did you get with your educetionT (PR)BE TO FIND
HIGHEST LEVEL ATTAINED)

O. No schooling
1. One - four years
2. Five - seven years
3. Eight years
4. Nino - eleven yearn
5. twlve years
6. Ono - three college
7. College graduate

28 United States - Community Size

Size of town where interview takes place

7. Less than 6,000
S. 5,000 - 10,000
9. 10,000 - 20,000
0. 20,000 - 50,000

50,000 - 100,000
100,000 and over

29 United States - income

And ay last question is about faaily income. Adding
together the whole fluidly income, as well as any other
money the family here may have received from pensions,
unemployment compensation, or other sources--in which one
of these general groups did the total income of your family
fall during the last twelve months--before tomes, that ie?
(HAND RESPONDENT BLUE CARD)

4. Under $1,000
5. $1,000 - $1,999
4. $2,000 - $2,999
7. $3,000 - $4,999
8. 115,000 - $7,499
9. $7,500 - $9,999
0. $10,000 - $14,999

$15,000 and over
+. Don't know - refuse to answer; MA



Column
NPmber Code

44-

30 United States - ()carnation of Respondent

1. Professional, higher management
2. Proprietors
3. White collar worker
4. Skilled worker, foreman, operative & kindred, service

worker
5. Unskilled worker, private household worker
6. Farm owner, tenant, sharecropper
7. Farm laborer
S. Housewife
9. Retired, disabled
0. Student

Unemployed
No answer

31 United States - Age

How ald are you?

5. Nk
6. 18 - 25
7. 26 - 30
8. 31 - 35
9. 36 - 40
0. 41 - 50
-. 51 - 60
+. 60 and over

32 United States - Region of Country

1. New England States
2. Middle Atlantic States
3. South Atlantic (Including D.C.)
4. East Sauth Central States
5. East North Central States
6. West North Central States
7. West South Central States
8. Mountain States
9. Pacific States



Column
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-25-

Coda

...2Gm.Bum.agglimdistAlltyadjuijitta

Based on responses to the following two questienas

"Same people feel that campaigning is needed so the
public can Judge candidates and issues. Others say
that it causes so mash bitterness and is se unreliable
that we'd be bettor off without it. Albert do you think
--is it needed r would we be better off without it?"

Needed - ceded as a pro-democratic response

Better off without it - coded as an anti-democratic
response

It depends, other, don't knew coded us No Answer

"A few strong leaders weuld do more for this country than
all the laws and talk." Do you agree or disagree?

Agree - coded as an anti-demscretic response

Disagree - coded as a pro-democratic response

Other, don't know - coded as No Answer

Index codes

1. high - two pro.democratic respanses

2, - one pro-democratic response and one No Answer

3. - one pro-democratic response and ono anti-democratic
response

4, - one anti-democratic response and ens No Answer

5, LOW mo two anti-democratic responses

O. No answer - two no answer responses

/ I )
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36 222ex.:.-1WWWJamikmillimmillet

This is a reproduction of the subjective competence scale
used in the analysis in ,ftazia Culture, by Gabriel Almond
and Sidney Verba. It represents respondents' scores on a
Guttman Stale of the following five questions (in order of
difficulty from easiest to most diffloult)s

Mons people say that politics and government are so
complicated that the average man cannot really under-
stand what is going on. Row about local issuers in this
town orapart of the country? How well de you understand
them?"

"Suppose a regulation were being considered by (SPECIFY
MOST LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNITs TOWN, VILLA(E, EMC.) which
you considered very unjust or harmful, what do you thiuk
you could do? (IF NEEDED) Anything else?"

"If such a case arose, how likely is it that you would
actually do something about it?"

"If you made au effort to change this regulation how
likely is it that you would succeed?"

"Have you ever done anything to try to influence a local
decision?"

For a fuller xplanation of the construction of this scale,
see the footnote on pp. 231-238 of Almond and Verbal The
Civic Culture, Princeton University Press, 1983 (hardbound
editior)

O. Low Subjective Competence
1.

2.

3.

4.
5. High Subjective Competence

No Answer
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35 Gir.v Soqaljiat an Inds

Based an responses to the following four questions's

"As you were growing up, lot's soy when you were around
10, how mach influence do you renomber haviag in family
decisions &Meeting yourself. Did ',ukase mush influence,
some, er none at all?"

"At around the seam time, if a (family) &mission were
made that you didn't like, did you feel free to complain,
did you feel a little uneasy about complaining or was it
better not to complain?"

fto "In some schools the children are encouraged to discuss
and debate political and social issues and to maks up
their own minds. How was it in your schoolhow much
chance did the children have to express their opinions
--a lot, some, or none at all?"

"In seise secondary schools the students participate in
running school affairsin others, the teachers decide
everything. How was it in your sehool--did the students
participate a groat deal, some, very little, or not at all?"

The socialization index was constructed by scoring individuals
according to the number of experiences with'the democratic
process which they had had while growing ups (11. no answer on

one or two questions was counted as one-half positive response,
with rounding toward the extreme categories.)

1. High democratic socialization experience - 4 positive responses

2. - 3 positive responses

3. - 2 positive responses

4. - 1 positive response

5. No experience with the democratic process No positive response

9. No answer on three or more questions
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Code

Based on the number of positive responses to the following
four questionst

"Some people asy that most people min be trusted.
Others say you can't be too careful in your dealings
with people. Naw do you feel about it!" (*Most
people tan be trusted" is ',positive response.)

"Speaking generally, would you mey that most people
are more inclined to help others, or more inclined
to look out for thmsselves?" ("More inclined to help
others" is a positive response.)

"If you don't match ysurself, people mill take advantage
of you. De you agree or disagree with that?" ("Disagree"
is a positive response.)

"No one is going to tare rich what happens to you,
when you get right down to it. Do you agree er disagree
with that?" ("Disagree" is a positive response.)

("Don't Know" and "No Answer" responses were count(' as
one-half positive response, with rounding toward th_
extreme categories.)

1. High Trust four positive responses)
2. three positive responses
3. two positive responses)
4. one positive response)
5. Low Trust no positive responses)
9. Don't know or Ne Answer on three or more questions
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37 Gsrmany OrkanAlatienal Participation

Are you a member of soy organisations nor-iiitrade or labor
unions, business organisations, social groups, professional
or farm orgenizationst.cooperatives, fraternal or veteranla
groups, athletic clubs, political, charitable, civic or
religious organizations--or any other organised group? (IF
)JEEDED) Mach ones?

MA MEMBER OF SOW ORGANITATION Is "Rave you ever
bsem an officer im this (one ef.these organization(s)t"

1. Belongs to one organization and has been an officer
2. Belongs to two organizations_ and hal been am officer
u. Belongs to three organizations and has been an officer
4. Belongs to four or sere organizations and has bean an

officr

5. Belongs to
6. Belongs to
7. Belongs to
S. Belongs to

sn officer

one organization and has never been an officer
two organisations and has never boon an officer
throe organisations and has nevus been an officer
four or sere organizations and has never been

O. Belongs to no organimations
-. No Ammer, Don't snow

When a new Chancellor comes into office, one of the first
things he met do is appoint people to cabinet positions and
aimistries, Could you tell am what some of these cabinet
positions ore? (IF NEEDED) Can you name any others? (PROBE
uall RESPONDENT NAMES FrrE CABINET POSITIONS OR UNTIL
RESPONDENT KNOWS NO ROBE. CODE IN TERMS OF NUMBER CORRECT.
ACCEPT AS CORRECT EITHER NAME OF CABINET POSITION SEM AS
"CEANChILOR OF THE 11[CIIEQUER" OR "FOREIGN SECBETARY," OR NAME
OF THE MINISTRY SUtM AS "TREASURY" OR "FOREIG( OFFICE.")

6. One correct
7. Two correct
8. Throe correct
9. Four correct
O. Five or wore correct

None named or none correct. Don't know
+. Other
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40

Based on the following questionss

"Wow ve would likm to find out something about your party
preference and how you vote. Are you currently a member of
any political party or organisation?"

"Do you consider yourself a supporter of say particular
political party?"

1. Active SPD - members of SPD
2. Non-active SPD - other supporters of SPD
3. Active CDWCSU membors of CDIVCSU
4. 144n-active =Ow - other supporters of muftsu
5. FDP - members and supporters of FDP
6. DP -members and supporters of DP
7. Other parties
8. No party
9. Don't know
+. Refused say

Ge - Attention to Political and Governmental Affairs

De you follow the aocounts of political and governmental
affairs; would you ear you follow them regularly, frms
time to time, or never?

I.-Regularly
2. From tine to time
3. Other
4. Never
5. Don't know

124
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41 Germany - Pride in Country

Speaking generally, what are the things about this country
that you are most proud of as a German?

(Respondents could mention several things they were proud
of about their country. In thie code* priority was given to
mentions of the political-legal system and the econondo
system, as defined iu codes 1 and 2. Therefore, if a
respondent mentioned either or both of these, he INAS coded
as a 1, 2, or 3, even though he night also have mentioned
other aspects of the coantry included in codes 4 and 5.
Second priority VAS given to other policy related :teem -
these respondents (code 4) might have mentioned topics
included in code 5, but did not mention either the.political-
legal or economic systems.)

1 Political-legal systems freedoms, democracy, justice,
political stability, peace

2. Economic systems economic growth, chance to advance,
earn a living, industrial progress

3. Both political-legal system and economic system

4. Other things related to governmental policies - social
legislation or national strength and independence;
(no mention of 1 or 2 above)

5. Other aspects of country: contributions to science and
culture, spiritual values, characteristics of people or
physical attributes of country; (no mention of 1, 2, or
4 above)

O. Nothing

-. Don't know, No answer
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42 Germaqy - Work Situation

Based on the following two questions:

"We'd like to find out how decisions are made on your
job. When decisions are made affecting your own work,
do those in authority over you ever consult you abont

them? Do they usuallz consult you, do they sometimes
consult you, does this happen rarely or are you never
consulted?" ("usually" and "sometimes conaulted" are
positive responses)

"If a decision were made affecting your wan work that
you disagreed with strongly, what would you dowould
you feel free to complain, would you feel ....eitisun. about
complaining, or in it better to aacept the decision and
not complain?" ("feel free to complain" is a positive
response)

1. High influence in decision-imaking on job - two positive
reeponses

2. Medium,*Eiiico in decision-making on job - one positive
response

3. Low influence in decision-making on job - no positive
response

Inappropriate - Respondent is.unemployed or has no one
in authority over him on job

No Answer or don't know to one or both questions

f21
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W. would lihn to find out something about yeur education.
Haw far did you get with your educationt (PR)BE TO FIND
masa Lon ATTAINED)

44

T. NO schoolingnone at all
S. Primary school
O. Secondarir school
O. University

Other
+. Don't know

Germany - Coixaunity Size

Size of town where interview takes place

S. Less than 5,000
O. 5,000 - 20,000
O. 20,000 - 50,000

50,000 - 100,000
+. 100,000 and over

45 Germany - Lncome

Onnen Sie bitte 1hr monatlicheo Famdlieneinkommen amhand
der folgenden Einkommensgruppierung Angolan? (KOTE)

4. A bis unter 150 DM
5. B 150 bis unter 250 DM
6. C 250 bis unter 350 DM
7. D 350 bis unter 500 DM
S. E 500 bis unter 750 DM
O. F 750 bis unter 1000DM
O. G 1000 bis unter 1500DM

H 1500 DU und mehr
+. Weiss nicht/Angabe verweigert
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Code

1. ionsl, higher'managemant, Beamte
2,1 1 business (owner, partner)
3. te collar worker
4. Skilled worker, artisan

8. Unskilled worker, domestic worker
6. FMB owner
7. Farm worker
S. Housewife
9. Retired
O. Student
+4) Unemployed

Other

47 GermaRy - he

Hew old are you? (RECORD EXACT AGE AND CODE)

8. 18 - 26
7. 26 -H30
8. 31 - 35
O. 36 - 40
O. 41 - 50

51 - 80
4.. 80 and over

48 German, - Region of Country

8. Schleswig-Holstein Luwer Saxony
9. Northern Rhine, Westphalia. Rhineland - Palatinate
O. Hese. Beden-ftertenberg

Bavaria
s. Hamburg - Bremen
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49 DweloOratie Attitudes Index

Based on responses to the following two quest/ones

"Some people feel that campaigning is needed so tho
public can judge candidates and issues. Others say
that it causes so much bitterness and is se unreliable
that we'd be bettor off without it. What do you think
--in it needed or would we be better off without it?"

Needed - coded as a pro-democratic response

Better off without it - coded as an anti...democratic
response

It depends, other, don't know - coded as No Answer

"A few strong leaders would do more for this country than
all the laws and talk." DO you agree or disagree?

Agree - coded as an anti -demooratic response

Disagree - coded se a pro-democratic response

Other, don't know - coded as No Answer

Index codes

1. High - two pro-democratIc responses

2. - ono pro-democratic response and one No Answer

3. - one pro-democratic response and one anti-democratic
pona

4 - one anti...democratic response and one No Answer

5. Low - two anti-democratic responses

9. No answer - two no answer responses
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50 ..7.126§,jective ComPetence **le

This is a reproduation of the subjective competence scale
used in the analysis hm :att. Ilimts lbadat OY Gabriel Almond
and Sidney Verbs. It represents respondents' scores on a
Guttman Scale of the following five questions (in order of
difficulty from easiest to most difficult):

"Some people say that politics and government are so
complicated thst the average man cannot really under..
stand whet is going od. Jim about local issues in
this town or part of the country? How well do you
understamd them?"

"Suppose a regulation were being considered by (SPECIFY
MOST LOCAL GOVEHNMINTAL UNIT: T(WN, VILLAGE, ETC.)
which you considered very unjust or harmful, what do
you think you could do? (IF NEEDED) Anything else?"

"If such a case arose, haw likely is it that you would
actually do something about it?"

"If you made an,effort to change this regulaiion how
likely is it that you would succeed?"

"Have you ever done anything to try to influence a
local decision?"

For a fuller explanation of the construction of this scale,
see the footoote am pp. 231.236 of Almond sad Verbs, The

91212. Culture Princeton University Press, 1963 (hardbound

edition.

O. Low Subjective Competence
1.

2.

3.

4.
5, High Subjective Competence

NO Answer
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51 Social4getion index

Based an responses to the following four questionas

'Us you were crowing up, lot's ay when you were around
18, how muCh influence do you remelber having in family
decisions affecting yourself. Did you bore much influence,
some, or nonelet all?

"At around the same time, if a (fanily) decision were
made that you didn't like, did you feel free to complain,
di4 you feel a little unsay about cemplaining or was it
better not to complain?"

"In some schools the children aro encouraged to discuss
and debate political and social limes and to mahe up
their own minds. Bow was it to your schoolhow much
chance did the children have to express their opinions

I--a lot, sone or none at all?"

"In some secondary schools the students participate in
running school affairs--in others, the teachers decide
everything. How was it in your school--did the students
participate a great deal, some, vary little, or not at all?"

The socializition index was constructed by scoring Widuals
according to the number of experiences with the demo tic
process which they had had while growing ups (41 no answer on
one or two questions was counted as onsi-half positive response,
with rounding toward the extreme categories.)

1. High democratic socialization experience - 4 positive responses

2.

3.

4.

- 3 positive responses

- 2 positive responses

- 1 positive response

5. No experience with the denecratic process - No positive response

9 No answer on three or more questions
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Based on the number of positive responses to tbo following
four questions:

"$ome people say that most people sma be trusted.
Others say you can't be too careful in your dealings
with people. B. do you feel *bout it?" ("Most
people can be trusted" is a positivi response.)

"Speaking gone:sally, would you say that most people
aro more inclined to help others, or smre inclined
to look out foethesselves?" ("More inclined to help
others" is a positive response.)

"If you don't watch yourself, people will take advantsgo
of you. Do you agree or dlsagroe uith that?" ("Disagree"
is a positive response.)

"No one is going to care much what happens to you, when
you get right down to it. Do you ogre* or disagree with
that?" ("Disagree" is a positive response.)

("Don't Known and "No Answer" responses were counted as one-
half positive response, with rounding toward the extreme
categories.)

1. High Trust fot t. positive responses)

2. three positive responses)
3. two positive responses)
4. one positive response3
tio LOW Trust no positive responses
9. Don't know or No Answer on three or more questions

3 2
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53 Italy - Organisational Particips4on

Are you a member of any organisations nowtrade or labor
unions', business organisations, social groups, professional
or farm organisations, cooperatives, fraternal or veteran's
groups, athletic clubs, political, charitable, civic or
roligious organisations--or any other organineksroupt (IF
?EMBED) Which ones?

(IFAMMBER OP SOME OBOANUATION NOW). Mow you ever
been an officer im this (one of these) orgsmisation(s)T"

1. Belongs to one organisation and has been'an officer
2. Belongs to two organisations and has been an officer
3. Belongs to three organinations and has been an officer
4. Belongs to four or sore organisation* end has bean an

officer

5. Belongs to one organisation and has never been an officer
6. Belongs to two organisations and has never boon an officer
7. Belongs to three organisations and has never been an officer
8. Belongs to four or more organizations and has never been

an officer

O. Belong. to no organizations
-. No Answer, Don't Know

54 Italy - Knowledge of Public Ufficiala

When a new Prime Minister comes into office, one of the
first things he must do is appoint people to cabinet positions
and ministries. Could you tell me what some of these cabinet
positions are? (IF NEEDED) Can you name any otters? (PROBE
UNTIL RESPONDENT NAMW FIVE CAM= POSITIONS OR UNTIL REETN-
DOT KNOWS NO MORE. CODE IN MIMS OF NUMBER CORRECT. ACCEPT
AS CORRECT arm, NAME OF CABINET PCSITION SUCH AS "CHANCELLOR
OF THE EXCREQUEr OR "FOREIGN SECRETARY," OR NAME OF THE
MINISTRY SUCH AS "TREASURY" OR "FOREI(N OFFICE,")

6. One correct
7. Two correct
8. Three correct
9. Four correct
0. Five or more correct
-. None named or none correct. Don't know
4.. Other
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55 Italy - Political Party Preference

Based on followlng questions:

"New we would like to find out soak:thing about your party
preference and haw you vote., Are you currently a member
of any political party or organization?"

"Do you consider yourself a supportir'of an particular
political party?"

1

"Toward which political party do you l4n?

I. Active PSI - member of PSI
2 Nen-active PSI - others who support or lean toward PSI
3. Active DC - members of DC
4. Non-active DC - others who supporfor lean toward DC
5. Active PCI - members of PCI
5. Non-active PCI . others who supper'ett or lean toward PCI
7. PSDI - members, supporters and those who lean toward PSDI
8. PLI - members, supporters and thole who lean toward PLI
9. MSI - members, supporters and thope who lean toward MSI

PHI, MON, other parties
O. No party

Don't know

56 itul - Attention to Political and Governmental Affairs

Do you follow the accounts of pilitical and governmental
affairs; would you say you follow them regularly, from time
to time, or never?

1. Regularly
2. From time to time
3. Other
4. Never
6. Don't know
9. NA

3 4
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Speaking generally, what are the things about this country 1m-

Opt you are most proud of aa an Italian?

(Bespondents could mention several things they were proud
of about their country. In this code, priority was given to
mentions of .:,he political-legal system and the economic
systma, as defined in codes 1 and 2. ThereforNif a
respondent mentioned either or both cf these, he was coded
ass a 1, 2, or 3, even though he might also hmre mentioned
otheriaepects of the country included in codes 4 and 5.
Second prioritor was given to other policy related items -
these respondents (code 4) might have mentioned topics
included in codii 5, but did not mention either the
political-legal or economic systems.)

1. Political-legal systems freedoms, democracy, justice,
political stability, peace

2. Economic system: economic growth, chance to advance,
earn a living, industrial progress

3. Both political-legal system and cconomdc system

4. Other things related to governmental policies . social
legislation or national strength and independence; (no
mention uf 1 or 2 above)

3. Other aspects uf countrys contributions to science or
culture, spiritual values, characteristics of people or
physical attributes of country; (no mention of 1, 2, or
4 above)

O. Nothing

. Don't know, No answer
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Italy - Work Situation

Based on the following two questionss

"We'd like to find out how decisions-are made an your
job. When decisions are made affecting your own work,
do those in authority over you ever consult you about
theca Do they usually consult you, do they pometimes
consult you, doss this happen rarely or are you never
consulted?" ("usually" and "sometimes coniulted" are
positive responses)

"If a decision were made affecting your own work that
you disagreed with strongly, what would you Ito --would.
you feel free to complain, would you feel uneasy about
complaining, or is it better to accept the decision and
not complain?" (Teel free to complain" is a positive
response)

High influence in decision-making on job - two positive
responses

2. Medium influence in decision-making on job - one positive
response

3. Law influence in decision-making on job - no positive
response

9. Inappropriate - Respondent is unemployed or has no one
in authority over him on job

No Answer or don't know to one or both questions
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Italy - Education

We would like to find out something &bent 3rour educatidn.
How far dad you get mitt your education? (PBORE TO FIND
HIGHEST LEM, ATTUNED)

6, None
7. Elementary
8. Junior High
O. Senior High
O. University

Other
+. Don't know

00 Italy - Community Size

Size of town where interview takes place

8. Lass than 5,000
9. 5,000 - 20,000
0. 20,000 - 50,000

50,000 - 100,000
+. 100,000 and over

61 ltaky Income

Potrebbe infine indiearmi in quale di queste categorie
(mautrare lista 11) rientra ii reddito complessivo annuo
della ua famiglia?

4. utast di 200.000 Lire
5. 200.000 - 399499 Lire
6. 400.00 - 6914099 Lire
7. 700.00 - 999.999 Lire
8. 1.000.000 - 1.499.999 Lire
9. 1.500.000 - 2.499.999 Lire
0. 2.500.000 - 4.999.999 Lire

5.000.000 o pit
+. non so, rifiute a rispondere

3 7
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62 Italy - Occupation of Respondent

1. Professional, higher management, big business
2. Small business (owner, partner)
3. White collar worker
4. Skilled worker, artisan
5. Unskilled worker, domestic servant
6. Farm owner
7. Farm worker, tenant
8. Housewife
9. Retired
O. Student
+. Unemployed
-. No answer--no occupation

63 Italy - ARO

(RECORD EXACT AGE AND CODE)How old are you?

6. 18 - 25
7. 26 - 30
8. 31 - 35
9. 36 - 40
O. 41 - 60

51 . 60
+. 60 and over

64 Country

9. North
O. Center

South
+ Islands

3 8
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65 ifiezicos. Democratic Attitudes Index

Based on responses to the following two questions:

"Some people feel that campaigning is needed so the
public can judge candidates sad issues. Others say
that it causes 4o much bitterness and is so unreliable
that we'd be better off without it. What do you think
--is it needed or would we be better off without it?"

Needed - ceded as a pro-democratic response

Better off without it - coded as an anti-democratic
respaase

It depends, other, don't Snow - coded as No Answer

"A few strong leaders would do more for this country
then all the laws and talk." Do you agree or disagree?

Agree - coded es en anti-demeoratic response

Disagree - coded as a pro-democratic response

Other, don't know - coded as NC Answer

Index codes

1. High - two pro-democratic responses

2. - one pro-democratie response and one No Answer

3 - one pro-democratic response and one anti-democratic
response

4. - one anti-democratic response and one No Answer

5. Low - two anti-democratic responses

9. No answer - two no answer responses
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66

This is a reproduction of the subjective competence scale
used in the analysis in The Civic Culture by Gabriel Almond
and Sidney Verbs. In the case of Mexico, Guttman Scale
scores were not used; instead, Mexican respondents were
scored accirding to the number of positive responses made
to the following five questionss

"Some people say that politics and government are so
complicated that the average man cannot really under-
stand what is going on. How about local issues in this
town or part of the country. How 'rill do you understand
them?"

"Suppose a regulation were being considered by (SPECIFY
MOST LOCAL GUVEHNILMTAL UNITs TOWN, VILLAGE, ETC.) which
you considered very uujumt or harmful, what do you think
you could do? (IF MEDIZI) Anything else?"

(IF HESPONDMT SAYS HE COULD DO SOMETHING) "If such a
case arose, how likely is it that you would actually
do something?"

"If you made an effort to change this regulation how
likely is it that you would succeed?"

"Have you ever done anything to try to influence a local
decision?"

For a fuller explanation of the construction of this index,
see the footnote on pp. 231-236 of Almond and Verbs, The
Civic Culture, Princeton University Press, 1963 (hardbound

0. Lew Subjective Competence no positive responsel
1. one positive response
2. two positive responses)
3. three positive responses)
4. four positive responses)
5. High Subjective Competence (five positive responses)

4\,.

-. No Answer

N.
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Based on rownses to the following four questionst

. "As you, were growing up:let't web= you were Around
16, how mu& influmnoe do you remember hawing in family
decisions affecting yourself. Did you hare much influence,
Boom, or non.e at all?"

"At eremitism 0040 time, if a (family) decision wire
mode that you didnit'llke, did you fool hos to complain,
did you fool a little unsagy about complaining or vas it
better not to eamplainto

"In some schools the ohildren.are encouraged to discuss
and debate political Odisocial issues end to make up
their own minds. Holism it in your school.....6ow mah
chance did the children haws to express their opinions
--a lot, some, or none at all?"

"In some seconder, schools the studenta participato
running school affairs.iu others, the teachers deiide
everything. 40 was it in your school-m*1W thi otUdipnts
participate a great deal, moms, very little, or not at allt"

The socialisation indesInos oonstructod by scoring individuals
according to ths number of exporiences with ths democratic process
which they had had while growing ups (4 no answer on one or
two questions was counted as one-half positive reoponse, with
rounding toward the extrome categories.)

1. High democratic socialisation experienoe - 4 positive responses

2. - 9 positive respauses

3. - 2 positive rosponses

4. . 1 positive response

5. No experience with the democratic process No positive response

9 No answer on three or more questions

1 41-
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Based an the number of positive responses to the follow
-four question=

"Some people say that most people con be trusted.
Others say you can't be too careful in your dealings
with people. Bow do you feel about it?". ("Most
people con be trusted" is a positive response.)

"Speakinugenerally, would you say that most people
are more inclined to help others, or more inclined
to look out for themslves?" ("or. inclined to help
others" is a positive response.)

"If you don't watch yourself, people will take advantage
of you. Do you agrit or disagree with that?" ("Disagree"
is a positive response.)

"No one is going to care much what happens to you,
when you get right down to it. Do you agree or die...
agree with that?" ("Disagree" is a positive response.)

('Dan't Know" and "No Answer" responses were counted as one-
half positive response, with rounding toward the extreme
categories.)

1. High Trust (four positive responses)
2, three positive responses)
3. (two positive responses)
4, (one positive response)
5. Low Trust (no positive responses)
9. Don't know or No Answer on three or more questions

142
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69 Mexico Orsanisatienel Participation

"Ario you a nenbor of.any organisations now--trade or labcr
unions, business organisations, social groups, professional
or farm organisations, cooperatives, fraternal or votaries
groups, athletic clubs, political, charitable, civic or
religious organisations--or any othor organised group! (IP
NEEDED) Which ones?"

(12AliElthER OF SOME ORGANIZATION NOT "Here youever
thbeen an officer in is (one of these organisatiou(s)?"

1. Belongs to
2. Beaongs to
3. Belongs to
4. Belongs to

an officer

5. Belongs to
6. Belongs to
7.. Belongs to
6. Belongs to

an officer

one organisation awl has been an officer
two organisations and has been an officer
three organisations and has been an officer
four or more organisations and has been

one organisation and has nover been an officer
'two organisations and has never been an officer
three organisations and has never been an officer
four or more organizations and hes never been

O. Belongs to no organisations
No Answer, Don't know

70 Mexico - _Knowledge of Public Officiale

When a new President comes into office, one of the first
things he must do is appoint people to cabinet positions
and ministries. Could yon tell me utat sone of these cabinet
positions are? (IF NEEDED) Can you name any others? (PROBE
UNTTL IIMPONDENT NAMES FIVE CABINET POSITIONS OR UNTIL
RESPONDOIT MOWS NO MORE. CODE IN TERMS OF =BM CORM:CT.
ACCIPT AS CORRECT EITHER NAME OF CABINET POSITION SUCH AS
"CHANCELLOR OF THE =MEWLS" OR "FOREI( N SECRETARY," OR
NAME OF TUE MINISTRY SUCH AS "TREASURY" alt "FOREIGN OFFICE.")

6. One correct
7. Two correct
6. Three correct
9. Four correct
O. Five or more correct

None named or none correct
+. Don't know; NA

4 'st

,
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69 Mexico .-.'Oritapitational Participation

"Arit you a somber of' any organisations nowtrade or labor,
unions, business organisations, social groups, professional
or farm organisations, cooperatives, fraternal or veteran's
groups, athletic clubs, political, charitable, civic or
religious organisations--or agy other organised group? (IF
NEEDED) Which ones?"

(IFAMLIOEIMOSOME ORGANIZATION NOW)t "Have you ever
been sn officer in this (one of these) organisation(s)?"

1. Belongs to
2. Belonorto
3. Belongs to
4. Belongs to

au officer

5. Belongs to
6. Belongs to
7. Belongs to
8 Belongs to

an officer

one organisation and hail been au officer
two organisations and has been an officer
three organisations and has been an officer
four or more organisations and has boon

allP4°

one organisation and has never been an officer
two organisations and has wirer been an officer
throe organisations and has nevr been an officer
four or more organizations and has never bean

O. Belongs to no organizations
No Answer, Don't know

70 Lexico Knowledae of Public Officials

When a new President comes into office, one of the first
things he mist do is appoint people to cabinet positions
and ministries. Could you tell me what some of these cabincist
positions are? (I NEEDED) Can you name any others? (PROBE
UNTIL RESPONUNT NAMES FIVE CABINET POSITIONS OR, UNTIL
HESPONDLVT ENOWS NO MORE. CODE E4 TEEMS OF NUID021. CORM:CT.
ACCWT AS COMM FIT= NAME OF CABINET POSITION SUCH AS
"CHANCELLOR OF THE =HEW)R" OR "FOREIGN SECRETARY," OR
NAME OF TUE MINISTHY SUCH AS "TREASURY" OR "FOREI(N OFFICE.")

6. One correct
7. Two correct
8. Three correct
9. Four correct
O. Five or mere correct

None named or none correct
+ Don't know; NA
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exioo -Ptilitical Party' Profsrenco

Basal on the following questionas

"Now we would lilts to find out sometbing.about your party
preference and hini you vote. Are you currently *member
of any political party or organization?"

"Do you consider yourself a supportsr of any part/aular
political partY?"

"Toward which political party do you lean?"

1. Activs PHI members of PRI
2. Non-active FRI - others who
3. Active PAN,- members of FAN
4. Non-active VAN - other& who
5. Active PP - members of PP
8. Non-active PP others who
7. Other party
8. No party
9. Don't know
+. Refused to say

support or lean toward PEI

'support or lean toward PAN

support or lean toward PP

llexico - Attention to Political and Governmental Affairs

Do you follow the accounts of political and governmental
affairs; would you say you follow them regularly, from time
to time, or never?

1. Regularly
2. From time to time
3, Other
4. Never
5. Don't know
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73 1.12.4so

Speaking generally, what are the things about this country
that you are most proud of as a Mexican?

(Respondents could mention several things they were proud
of about their country. In this coda, priority was given
to mentions of the politicallegal system and ths economic
systemp-as defined in codes 1 and 2. Therefore, if a
respondent mentioned either or both of these, he was coded
as a 1, 2, or 3, even though he might also have mentioned
other aspects of the country included in codes 4 and 5.
Second priority was given to other poliey related item -
these respondents (code 4) might have mentioned topics
included in code 5, but did not mention either the political-
legal or economic systems.)

1. Political-legal systems freedoms, democracy, justice,
political stability, peace

Eeonomic systems econondc growth, chance to advance,
earn a living, industrial progress

3. Both political-lea' system and economic system

4. Other things related to governnwntal policies - social
legislation or national strength and independence;
(no mention of 1 or 2 above)

5. Other aspects of country: contributions to science or
culture, spiritual values, characteristics of people
or physical attributes of country; (no mention of 1, 2,
or 4 above)

O.

Don't know, No answer

A.-
7
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74 Mexico - Wrkiation
Based on the following two questions:

"We'd like to find out how decisions are made on your
job. When decisions are made *Meting your own work,
do those in authoritiy over you ever consult you about
thee Do thsypsualty consult your do they tometimes
consult yout does this happen rarely or are you never
consulted?" (*usually" and "sonatinas oopsulted" are
positive responses)

"If a decision were made affecting your own work that
you disagreed with strongly, wkwalould you do--would
you feel free to complaint would you feel immabout
complaining, or is it better to accept the docision
end not complain?" ("feel free to complain" is a
positive response)

1. High influence in decision-making on job - two positive
responses

2. Medium influence in decision-making on job - one positive
response

3. Low influence in decision-making on job no positive
response

9. Inappropriate - Bespondent is une loyed or has no one
in Authority over him on job

No Answer or don't know to one or both questions

1 4 7
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75 Mezje. - Mutation

To would lihm to find out something about your eduiation.
Row far did you Wilde' your odusation? (P8MBE TO FiND
MEM Lv Ammo)

7. No schoolingmons at all
8. Primary school
9. Preparatory school; normal school
O. Advanpod technological school

Other

-. ' V 4'.4 ``', .*

fa No response

78 Mexico - Community Sins

Sins of town where interview takes place

9. 10,000 - 19,000
0. 20,000 - 49,999

50,000 - 99,999
100,00( .dud over

(Note that the Mexican Sample contains sno respondents living
ia communities of loss than 10,000 population.

77 Mexico - Income

(k3ISMAR TABJETA 11) Ms horia noted .1 favor de clasificar
los ingrosos men/toles de la !map' de noted on uno do los
siguiantss ocho grupos?

4. MENDS DE MO
5. 500 999
6. 1,000 a 1,499
7. 1,500 a 2,449
8. 2,500 a 4,999
9. 0,000 a 7,999
0. 8,000 a 12,999

13,000 o WAS
+. No Sabo, Hohuso Clasificar

1 4 8

77.
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78 Uszic Ossumetiop of Respondent,

1. Professional, higher management, big business
2. Small business (owner, partner)
3. White collar worker
4. Sidlled worker, artisan
5. Unskilled worker, dogmatic servant
6. Farm owner
7. Faraiworker, tenant
S. Housewife
0. &tired
0. Student
+. Unemployed

No answer, don't know

79 Mexico - Age

Bee old are you?

6. 18 - 23
7. 26 - 30
S. 31 - 35
9. 36 . 40
0. 41 50

51 . 50
60 and over


